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want to share their experiences loving someone on the spec-
trum or being on the spectrum themselves.  This month we 
have a very dramatic piece written by Rebekah Price called The 
Meltdown: When the World Becomes a Blur of Colors and Deafen-
ing Screams.  At 15 years old, Rebekah articulately shares her 
first-hand account of what it feels like to have a meltdown. It’s 
a piece that should be shared with all people to create a better 
understanding of autism.
Parents of children with autism often reach out to us asking for 
guidance on improving social skills.  While we do have articles 
that center on improving social interaction with autism, we have 
decided to dedicate a monthly column to the subject called 
The Social Skills Corner. In the first installment, Jamie E. Carter, 
Ph.D. and Ahna I. O’Shaughnessy, M.A., authors of PREP for Social 
Success:  A Guide for Parents of Children with Autism, explain how 
sensory issues can affect social skills.  We hope this monthly in-
stallment will provide our readers with the much-needed guid-
ance they seek.
Speaking of expert guidance, this month’s issue also features 
articles on the benefits of special education, ways to commu-
nicate with a non-verbal child, as well as fantastic job interview 
tips for people on the autism spectrum.  We also have excellent 
advice on ensuring good dental health care for your child, how 
hormones can cause behavioral changes on the pink side of the 
spectrum as well as ways to develop better relationships and a 
positive sense of self.  We hope the articles will provide our fam-
ilies with the information they need.
We have one more article we would like to highlight.  Have you 
seen the heartwarming video of six-year-old Iris Grace and her 
delightful cat, Thula?  Not only has this kitty become a constant 
companion to the young girl with autism, but she has stimu-
lated an amazing breakthrough in communication and social 
skills.  Please take a look at How an Amazing Cat Changed My 
Child with Autism’s World as Arabella Carter-Johnson, mother 
to Iris Grace, describes the special bond between her daughter 
and their Maine Coon cat and how it has transformed their fam-
ily.  Arabella has also provided excerpts from her new book, Iris 
Grace.  
Wishing all mothers the love and appreciation they so richly de-
serve this month — and always.

Kind regards, 

Amy KD Tobik
Editor-in-Chief

Editor’s Letter

Dear Readers,

One of the greatest challenges and blessings in life is 
the role of mom.  The position requires an enormous 
amount of patience, dedication, compassion, en-
durance and trust.  We work hard, we worry, we love 
unconditionally.  It’s a role I have treasured for more 

than 20 years.
In commemoration of Mother’s Day, a holiday recognized in 
more than 40 countries around the world, we asked moms to 
share their special experiences with us.  Mothering a child with 
special needs can be a physically and mentally exhausting job 
— and at the same time — it can be so rewarding. 
Deborah Marcello, the mother of a child with autism, feels much 
the same way. In her piece, Special Needs Mothers Have Special 
Powers, Deborah highlights the value of mothers who rely on 
extraordinary perception, intuition, and super-human strength 
to meet everyday challenges.  Special needs moms, she says, are 
the driving force behind a child’s achievement and they never 
take for granted the hard work required.  It’s what moms do.
We also have an article from occupational therapist and au-
thor Lauren Brukner who shares stories from her journey as a 
mom. Be sure to read Is There Really Such a Thing as the Perfect 
Parent? as she reveals how parenting is not a perfect process — 
nor should it be.  Instead, Lauren says families should focus on 
what makes them unique – from their strengths to their quirks.  
This, she says, is the spark that makes families the best they can 
be.
Special needs mother Kathleen Tarzwell has provided a poi-
gnant piece for us on her emotional journey with her son with 
autism who weighed less than two pounds at birth and has 
battled his way through 24 surgeries and four life-changing di-
agnoses.  Be sure to read A Powerful Look at Motherhood: Being 
Mom Without the Adjective that Precedes It as Kathleen reveals 
her most cherished role — Mom.
As mothers of children diagnosed with autism well know, par-
enting requires an enormous amount of time, finances and 
coping strategies.  Too often, time for adult friends, exercise or 
relaxation on a weekend just doesn’t happen.  That’s why it’s 
so important parents attempt to carve out those moments to 
unwind a little, regroup.  A vital ingredient in “good mothering” 
includes caring for yourself — a healthy mom is a strong mom. 
We were thrilled when licensed clinical psychologist and board 
certified behavior analyst Darren Sush offered to share his guid-
ance on ways parents can better care for themselves. Stress, 
anxiety and depression, he said, may not only negatively im-
pact the life of parents, but also affect the progress of children.  
Be sure to take a look at his piece, Expert Strategies You Need to 
Know for Taking Care of Your Mental Health as he provides simple 
ways to improve daily life by reducing tension and forming a 
more positive outlook. 
We are also happy to provide the advice of Dr. Neill Broderick 
and Colin Rhodes, M.Sc. in their piece, Using Mindfulness to Con-
quer Parental Stress Now. Together they give expert guidance 
on how parents can reduce stress through Mindfulness-Based 
Stress Reduction to include practicing  gratitude and medita-
tion. 
One of the most rewarding aspects of being editor of Autism 
Parenting Magazine is hearing from our readers — people who 
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USING MINDFULNESS  
to Conquer Parental Stress Now

By Dr. Neill BRODERICK  
and Colin RHODES, M.Sc.

Source: Pixabay

As the parent of a child with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), life may be filled with 
emotional ups and downs. Periods of calm can abruptly shift to episodes of intensely 
challenging behavior that disrupt family equilibrium. Likewise, deeply difficult days 
can soften to reveal moments of great joy. The chaos of parenting a child with ASD 
can trigger persistent stress that may overpower a parent’s coping resources.  Does 
this sound familiar?         
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Parental Stress      

P
arents and caregivers (referred to as parents 
for the duration of the article) devote count-
less hours to the treatment of their child(ren) 
with ASD – coordinating intervention sched-
ules, traveling, collaborating with therapists, 

learning new strategies, and implementing treat-
ment approaches at home – while also attending to 
the demands of daily life. Ample research indicates 
that mothers of children with developmental disabil-
ities are at greater risk for more stress, psychological 
distress, and poorer health than mothers of typically 
developing children (Miodrag & Hoadpp, 2010; Estes 
et al., 2009).  A growing literature base also suggests 
that mothers of children with ASD experience higher 
levels of distress than parents of children with other 
developmental disabilities, such as Down syndrome 
and Fragile X syndrome (Cachia, Anderson, & Moore, 
2016; Estes et al., 2009).  More specifically, mothers of 
children with autism experience more stress, includ-
ing chronic stress; greater psychological distress (e.g., 
symptoms of anxiety and depression); more pessi-
mism; and lower positive perceptions of their child, 
when compared to mothers of children with non-au-
tism developmental delay and no developmental de-
lay (Abbeduto et al., 2004; Estes et al., 2004; Griffith, 
Hastings, Nash, & Hill, 2010).  

Research suggests that higher levels of child be-
havior problems are related to parenting stress and 
psychological distress in mothers (Abbeduto et al., 
2004; Estes et al., 2004; Griffith, Hastings, Nash, & Hill, 
2010). It is notable that much of the research focus-
es on mothers, but some studies incorporate father 
experiences. For example, a recent study examined 
how child behavior is related to stress and coping 
strategies in mothers and father and supported that 
child behavior influences both parents (Lyons, Leon, 
Roecker-Phelps, & Dunleavy, 2010).  Stress experi-
enced by both parents can reduce the effectiveness 
of early intervention, in part, because it influences 
parent ability to successfully use interventions at 
home (Cachia, Anderson, & Moore, 2016; Estes et 
al., 2009; Osborne, McHugh, Sanders, & Reed, 2008). 
Chronic stress may also result in increased problem 
behaviors in children and decreased child well-be-
ing and/or developmental progress (Cachia, Ander-
son, & Moore, 2016; Dykens, Fisher, Taylor, Lambert, 
and Miodrag, 2014). These factors create a cycle of 
difficulty. Challenging child behavior triggers stress, 
and stress makes it difficult to intervene effective-

ly; less effective intervention can then lead to more 
challenging behavior (Estes et al., 2009). 

Gaps in Parent-Oriented Services
Despite the knowledge that parent factors influence 
child behavior as well as treatment and outcomes, 
services for children with ASD are primarily child-fo-
cused (Dykens, et. al., 2014). Child-oriented services 
for children with developmental disabilities may be 
associated with modest parent benefits, such as re-
duced maternal stress; however, they do not treat the 
mental health of parents (Singer, Ethridge, & Aldana, 
2007).  Parents of children with ASD need strategies 
and support to improve their mental health, for the 
overall well-being of their children and themselves. 

Finding Strategies to Manage Parental 
Stress
Caring for yourself may feel like another daunting 
task added to your never-ending list of to-dos. More-
so when parent-oriented services seem scarce and 
your days are already packed. Our concern with the 
limited support regarding the parental experience 
lead to a conversation with Dr Neill Broderick PhD, 
an Instructor of Pediatrics and Licensed Psychologist 
at the Vanderbilt University Medical Center/Vander-
bilt Kennedy Center’s Treatment and Research Insti-
tute for Autism Spectrum Disorders (TRIAD; http://
vkc.mc.vanderbilt.edu/vkc/triad/). She serves as a 
therapist for parents of children with ASD who are 
learning to use Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction 
techniques in their daily lives as a component of on-
going research.
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Empirical evidence indicates that Mindfulness 
training reduces stress and improves psychologi-
cal well-being in a variety of populations, including 
those who care for people with lifelong conditions 
(Cachia, Anderson, & Moore, 2016). In fact, research 
suggests that Mindfulness training can change the 
brain in areas that influence attention, emotional 
regulation, mood, psychological well-being, and be-
havior (Cachia, Anderson, & Moore, 2016; Davidson 
et al., 2003; Jha, Stanley, Kiyonaga, Wong, & Gelfand, 
2010). 

Recent studies support the effectiveness of Mindful-
ness training with parents of children with develop-
mental disabilities (Cachia, Anderson, & Moore, 2016; 
Dykens et al., 2014; Jones, Hastings, Totsika, Keane, 
& Rhule, 2014; Neece, et. al., 2014). More specifically, 
this literature revealed reduced stress, anxiety, and 
depressive symptoms in parents; decreased chal-
lenging behavior in children; and enhanced moth-
er-child interactions (Dykens, et. al., 2014; Myers, et. 
al., 2014; and Neece et. al., 2014). 

In what follows, Dr. Broderick will offer some specific 
advice on how to address the intense stress that par-
ents experience based on a manualized treatment 
developed by Dykens et al., 2014. The manual creat-
ed by Dykens et al. (2014) serves as the basis for the 
research in which Dr. Broderick is involved. 

What is Mindfulness?
Mindfulness is a new way of relating to the events 
and situations in your life. It involves attitudes and 
practices to promote skillful management of life’s 
challenges. Mindfulness encourages “paying atten-
tion in a particular way; on purpose, in the present 
moment and nonjudgmentally” (Kabat-Zinn, 1994).  
It asks us to intentionally focus on the present with 
an open heart and mind to build our self-awareness 
and self-management. 

What is Mindfulness-Based Stress  
Reduction (MBSR)? 
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) refers 
to a program that has organized the underlying phi-
losophy of Mindfulness into user-friendly ideas and 
strategies. Parents can learn Mindfulness through 
MBSR (or other similar programs) and apply it to 
their daily lives, but it is a practice that is most ef-

fective when supported by a person who is familiar 
with Mindfulness attitudes and practices. 

Mindful Attitudes 
Mindfulness asks us to nurture new attitudes, includ-
ing the following: 

●	 An open-heart

	 Try to keep your heart open to, and avoid 
judgment of, yourself and others.

	 We often evaluate ourselves, our experi-
ences, and others. Mindfulness asks you 
to be open to yourself, others, and life 
events without evaluating. 

●	 An open-mind 

	 Try to approach life experiences with 
fresh eyes, rather than allowing your his-
tory to influence what you see. Attempt 
to take in experiences as if it were your 
first time to do so. 

●	 Patience 

	 Looking at the world differently and cul-
tivating new attitudes requires time. Try 
to be patient with yourself and others as 
you grow.

●	 Loving kindness 

	 Be gentle with yourself. Show uncondi-
tional kindness and love to yourself and 
others. 

●	 Try to be rather than do 

	 We are busy people. At times, we can get 
caught up in our activities and to-dos. 
Mindfulness asks us to be present in the 
moment, rather than anticipating the 
next step of action. 

●	 Try to let things be 

	 Life may not always give us what we 
hoped, and that can be very challeng-
ing. You do not need to like the present 
moment, but you can try to accept it for 
what it is. 

PARENTAL ADVICE
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What Mindfulness is Not
In order to better understand Mindfulness, we should 
address some myths about it:

●	 	 			Mindfulness is comprised of simple concepts 
but the practice may not be easy. It asks us 
to try a different approach to problems, and 
change can be challenging.  

●	 	 			Though it can be challenging at first, Mindful-
ness is not intended to add stress to your life. 
It is stress reduction, after all. 

●	 	 			Mindfulness emphasizes stress reduction, but, 
unfortunately, it cannot offer problem reduc-
tion. Life inevitably involves problems. Mind-
fulness helps you navigate them more skillfully. 

●	 	 			Mindfulness does not require you to meditate 
at great length. It includes formal practices, 
such as meditation, and informal practices 
that you can use in day-to-day life. 

●	 	 				Meditation is not “clearing your mind.” Our 
minds cannot be cleared; they are always 
working. Furthermore, our minds do great 
work. Mindfulness encourages that we use 

our great minds differently, and mindful prac-
tices help us do so. 

●	 	 			�Mindfulness is not intended to replace spiritu-
ality, religion, or faith.

Mindful Practices 
Mindfulness involves practice. As parents, it can be 
difficult to find time to care yourself. Mindfulness 
asks that you set aside time to nurture yourself. If you 
care for yourself, you can better care for you family. 

Regular practice is important. When you practice 
mindfulness regularly, you can more easily call upon 
the strategies in highly stressful situations. 

Mindful practices are both formal and informal. For-
mal practices involve setting aside time to engage 
in mindfulness in specific ways. Informal practices 
allow us to engage mindfulness on-the-go, when 
we’re living our busy lives. 

Mindful Awareness 

Mindfulness asks us to pay attention to the present 
moment using our mindful attitudes.

PARENTAL ADVICE
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Parents are very busy. Try to draw your attention to what is 
happening in the moment.

We can turn our focus to specific aspects of our ex-
perience to help us be present in the moment.   

Breath Awareness

Focus attention on the breath.   The sensation of 
breathing provides an anchor that we can return to 
in times of stress. We can use breath awareness at 
any time and in any location, for example: 

– Take a few minutes each day to pay attention 
to your breath. Just notice inhaling and exhal-
ing. If your mind wanders to other topics, that’s 
OK. Gently bring it back to your breath. 

Body Awareness

Similar to breath awareness, body awareness pro-
vides a concrete way to focus on the present:

– Take a few minutes each day to notice the sen-
sations in your body. Do you have sore mus-
cles? Do you feel tension in parts of your body? 
Just take time to be aware of your body and 
the sensations within it. 

Bringing Awareness to Thoughts and Feelings

With support from someone with training in Mind-
fulness or MBSR, you can also use build awareness 
of thoughts and feelings. This process asks you to 
be curious and explore your thoughts and feelings. 
When we better understand our thoughts and feel-
ings, we can more effectively regulate them in pro-
ductive ways. 

Mindful Daily Activities

Parents are very busy. You move from one activity 
to the next while juggling many different schedules 
and tasks. We may find ourselves moving through 
activities mindlessly or on auto-pilot. We can be-
come so busy anticipating what happens next, that 
we may not attend to what’s happening now. Try to 
draw your attention to what is happening in the mo-
ment. For example: 

– While you’re brushing your teeth, think about 
the experience of brushing your teeth rather 
than your to-do list. 

– While you’re preparing food, think about the 
preparation and the food in front of you, rather 
than doing the dishes. 

– While you’re eating, take time think about each 
bite. Notice the smells, flavors, and textures.  
Pay attention to how your body feels as you eat. 

Gratitude

Mindfulness helps us to tolerate stressful events in 
our lives. Mindfulness also emphasizes building a 
focus on positive aspects of our lives, including the 
things that make us feel grateful. What makes you 
feel grateful? Take time each day to think about it. 
You may even make a list or keep a journal. 

Meditation

Meditation may be a new experience for many peo-
ple. When learning to practice meditation, it is im-
portant to have guidance and support for someone 
trained in Mindful meditation. There are several types 
of meditation practice. A few are mentioned below:  

Body Scanning

Body scanning is one type of meditation. It involves 
mentally moving from one end of our body to the 
other (e.g., head-to-toe or toe-to-head), noticing 
sensations in each part of your body. As you focus 
on each part of your body, recognize any stress, pain, 
or frustration that may be located there. Just notic-
ing our sensations may help us release some of the 
associated stress and discomfort. 

Seated Meditation

A seated meditation allows us to be comfortable but 
attentive while practicing our mediation. During a 
seated meditation, try to allow yourself 15 to 20 min-
utes of time to be present in the moment. Remem-
ber, you are not clearing your mind. You are actively 
but non-judgmentally observing different aspects of 
yourself and your environment, including, but not 
limited to: sounds in your proximity, bodily sensa-
tions, thoughts, and feelings. 

PARENTAL ADVICE
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For Additional Information
The references listed below include information by 
well-known researchers and authors in the field of 
Mindfulness. These website may help to enhance 
your knowledge, but this list is not exhaustive. We do 
not endorse any approach, but encourage to explore 
literature for yourself. 

–  Center for Mindfulness in Medicine, Health Care, 
and Society  
http://www.umassmed.edu/cfm/

– Eckhart Tolle http://www.eckharttolle.com/

– Plum Village  
   http://plumvillage.org/about/thich-nhat-hanh/

–  The Pema Chodron Foundation  
http://pemachodronfoundation.org/
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A
fter that we went on a search to find her a cat 
of her own and we heard of a breed called a 
Maine Coon that sounded perfect, confident, 
gentle, loving, loved water, always wanting to 
play and be involved in activities.  

Iris and Thula were like best buddies from the start 
and there were moments when I could almost run 
around the house with excitement, like when Iris 
asked Thula to ‘sit cat’ at the painting table or ‘more 
cat’ when she wanted Thula to follow her.  Before 
that, Iris had never made any verbal requests and 
those skills started to transfer to us too.  She spoke 

more each day and they were so relaxed in each oth-
er’s company.  I think part of it is there is no pressure, 
Thula doesn’t ask her to talk, she is just there for her 
and they communicate easily with body language 
but without that pressure Iris felt happy to try.  I have 
learnt a lot from Thula, watching them together has 
allowed me to understand how to interact more eas-
ily with Iris and its always a gentle reminder each day.  
We even started to see cat shapes within Iris’s paint-
ings, a beautiful sign of their bond that they share.

I believe that this is something we could see in many 
families, it may not always be a cat, some it will be a 
dog, other a rabbit, horse...but I believe animals can 
be an incredible addition to any family.  From our ex-
perience there are certain things I would suggest, let-
ting the child and the animal spend time together, a 
lot of time, do activities together, chill together, play...
it’s helpful to use a harness in the early days so the an-
imal can get used to that and a lead.  It makes it safer 
when out and about.  Travelling in the car is another 
useful skill so doing that on a daily basis while they 
are young is also a good idea.  Time off is also import-
ant.  Thula has many hours a day outside on her own 
adventures, time to be a cat on her own.  I think this 
would be important for any animal, we must not ask 
too much of them and let it be their choice. 

How an Amazing Cat  
Changed My Child  
with Autism’s World By Arabella CARTER-JOHNSON,  

Author of Iris Grace

I have loved animals all my life and in 
the past I practiced Horse Whispering 
and have always had pets around me.  
So, for me, my first thoughts were about 
equine therapy and a service dog.  For 
us neither of those two were right for 
Iris but after looking after my brother’s 
cat over Christmas one year we saw 
something special, Iris loved that cat. 
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The following two excerpts are 
from the new book called Iris 
Grace which highlights this very 
special bond:

‘Our morning routine changed 
as a result of Thula’s presence.  
Iris, once slow to stir and diffi-
cult to get going before 9 a.m. 
now seemed to have springs in 
her feet.  She woke up with a 
wide smile with her new friend 
beside her and I heard her say 
‘More cat’ as she followed her to 
the stairs.  Thula’s constant pres-
ence and gentle nature almost 
immediately had a remarkable effect upon Iris.  I be-
gan hearing Iris giving instructions to Thula.  ‘Sit, cat,’ 
she would say when Thula was trying to play on her 
iPad.  She said it with such authority that the kitten 
obediently sat down with her striped legs neatly to-
gether.  Unlike most children of Iris’s age, she didn’t 
maul, stroke or pick up the kitten constantly.  Their 
relationship was based upon companionship.  Thula 
watched with great interest as Iris played, joining in 
whenever she could.  Iris stood at her table playing 
with play-dough and Thula sat beside her, mimicking 
Iris’s movements.  I couldn’t believe what I was see-
ing: this tiny kitten was implementing the basics of 
play therapy.  The more I thought about it, the more 
I could see what a perfect companion a cat was for a 
child on the spectrum.  They understood one anoth-
er in a way that we would always struggle to.  There 
was an undeniable bond forming between them, a 
powerful connection that we had been searching for 
all this time, and to finally see it was enchanting.’

‘My vision of taking a cat out on the bikes started like 
any other adventure.  Planning was, of course, essen-
tial. I found a comfortable basket box that was spe-
cially designed for small dogs to be attached to the 
handle bars; I knew that Thula was going to grow a 
lot more over the next couple of years, so the bigger 
the better.  There was an internal lead and at first I got 
Thula used to just sitting in the box inside the house. 
Then I carried her around the garden in it, and the fi-
nal stage was attaching it to the bike.  But she adored 
riding on the bike.  From the very first outing she was 

relaxed and enjoyed seeing all the wildlife along the 
canal and staying close to Iris.  Right away I could see 
this was going to be a permanent arrangement.  She 
never tried to get out and was always keen to get in 
the car when she saw the bikes. From then on Thu-
la was a biker cat, accompanying us on every bike 
ride and being a friend to Iris when she needed extra 
support.

When Iris looked like she needed help I would ride 
up alongside her and position Thula’s basket right up 
against Iris’s seat.  Thula would stretch up as far as she 
could to reach Iris and kiss her cheek.  The long whis-
kers tickled and got Iris’s attention, pulling her away 
from her worries.  Iris then placed her arm round Thu-
la’s body and we would just let them be for a while 
as she stroked Thula’s head, delicately running her 
fingers along the symmetrical black markings in be-
tween her ears.  Sometimes Iris would rub the long 
black tufts at the tips of her ears between her thumb 
and forefinger while Thula stayed still, watching the 
natural world around her with bright wide eyes.
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As we rode along the canal towpath Thula’s presence 
always left a trail of smiles, chatter and laughter as 
people saw a cat sitting so confidently with her paws 
over the edge of the basket, leaning forward into the 
wind with an eager look upon her face.  Thula made 
them smile because she acted differently from what 
was expected of a cat, bringing something special to 
their day.  I wished everyone could be as accepting 
and joyful in regard to differences that they encoun-
ter in their lives. Thula and Iris were sending out a 
strong message – that different is brilliant.’

Arabella Carter-Johnson is 
Iris Grace’s mother and a 
professional photographer. 
In 2008, she and her hus-
band Peter-Jon settled in the 
rolling hills of Leicestershire 
where Arabella grew up.

Working as a freelance photographer, her work 
ranged from family portraits, landscapes, to film 
stills capturing unique images by using natural 
light and quiet observation.   The following year 
she joined a well-renowned portrait studio and be-
came their lead wedding photographer. Arabella 
and P-J’s daughter, Iris Grace was born in 2009 and 
their lives changed forever.

Arabella has documented their journey through di-
ary entries and photographs and now tells Iris’s sto-
ry in her first book.

http://irisgracepainting.com/ 

https://www.facebook.com/IrisGracePainting/

http://www.bookdepository.com/
book/9781405923644/?a_aid=irisgracepainting
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Special Needs Mothers  
Have Special Powers

By Deborah MARCELLO

In her famous article “The Special Mother,” celebrated author and humorist Erma 
Bombeck gives a spiritual explanation of why God selects some women to be mothers 
of special needs children.  She writes: “God says that ‘I will permit her to see clearly the 
things I see...I will be at her side every minute...because she is doing My work as surely 
as if she is here by My side.’”    When the woman asks who the patron saint of special 
needs mothers is, God answers, “‘A mirror will suffice.’”

B
eing the mother of a special needs child is 
difficult — very difficult.   When my son was 
first diagnosed with autism at age three,   I 
kept a copy of this article nearby and read it 
often.    At first, these poignant words gave 
me strength and inspiration.  

Believing that I was chosen by God to raise a child 
with special needs made me feel powerful and com-
petent.  

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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Special mothers have a powerful sense of intuition and can see into 
the future.  By thinking about what might happen in an upcoming 

situation, we can prepare the necessary supports to keep  
our children safe and comfortable. 

But after reality set in, the initial surge of flattery and 
encouragement quickly faded.  I wanted to tell God, 
“Thanks, but no thanks.  I don’t want to be a special 
mother.”  

Raising a child with special needs is physically and 
mentally exhausting.  Special mothers have to work 
ten times harder than typical mothers to help our 
children master skills that should come naturally.    
Sometimes, no matter how hard we try, milestones 
simply cannot be reached.   When other moms are 
bringing their children to practices and social events, 
we are driving ours to therapy appointments.   We 
don’t have the opportunity to socialize with oth-
er moms because our children do not form friend-
ships, play on the same teams, or participate in the 
same activities as their children. We can never truly 
rest because we know that there is an infinite list of 
weaknesses to improve, problems to solve, meetings 
to attend, and a system of support we must provide 
long past our child’s 18th birthday. 

Even though we carry these heavy burdens on a daily 
basis, special mothers are not miserable or unhappy.   
We do not see ourselves as victims and we do not 
want pity.   We love our children so deeply that we 
would not trade them for the “non-disabled” mod-
els.   When I stop and think about the progress that 
my son has made and everything that I have done 
to help him succeed,  I am amazed.  I wonder how I 
did it.  How was I able to see into the future to notice 
my son’s potential and have the knowledge and en-
durance to guide him there?   I have come to believe 
that when God gave us His special children to raise, 
He also gave us abilities and talent to help us suc-
ceed.  Similar to superheroes, special mothers have 
special powers.  

Special mothers have extraordinary powers of per-
ception. We are able to see through a crowd of peo-
ple or a flurry of activity to notice even the smallest 
details about our children.  Because they develop on 
an unpredictable timetable, our children are always 
on the verge of achieving a milestone.  The skills our 

children are taught in a therapy room usually do not 
occur for the first time in that quiet, focused setting.  
These achievements happen at random times in our 
daily lives, when we are busy doing other activities 
and not working with our child.   When my son did 
something for the first time, like make a sound, say 
a word, form a sentence, or call a family member by 
their first name, I was usually preoccupied.   I was 
in the middle of a conversation doing the dishes, 
watching television, or otherwise not paying con-
scious attention to him.  But I always heard and I al-
ways noticed.   This x-ray vision has enabled me to 
witness and celebrate each hard-earned step in my 
son’s development, and seeing him succeed gives 
me hope and strength to persevere.

Special mothers have a powerful sense of intuition 
and can see into the future.  By thinking about what 
might happen in an upcoming situation, we can pre-
pare the necessary supports to keep our children safe 
and comfortable.   We have the ability to envision an 
environment, break the action we have to take into 
small steps, predict what part could present a prob-
lem, and create a strategy so our child can be suc-
cessful.   This preparation takes time and requires a 
clear vision of what is most likely to happen.   Special 
mothers live through an event in our minds ahead of 
time so that we can help our child live through the 
event in real time. Once we are in a situation, we rely 
on our vision to troubleshoot problems before they 
occur.  If a child is a runner, we quickly notice the lo-
cation of the doors and prepare a plan to thwart an 
attempted escape.   If a child throws himself on the 
ground when upset, we ensure he is on a rug and 
not the tile floor when we see him getting frustrated.  
Through the use of my powerful intuition, I was able 
to create picture stories to ensure that my son was 
successful in social activities like parties and field 
trips.  

Special moms have super-human strength.  I am not 
referring to having big muscles and being able to lift 
heavy objects, although subduing a child’s tantrum 
is physically exerting.  The remarkable strength that 
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special moms possess is internal.   It is the kind of 
strength that we draw upon to hold our emotions in 
tact when a friend complains about her child’s ‘A-’ En-
glish grade while our children are struggling to read.  
This strength enables us to hold back our tears when 
another mother complains that she has to take her 
child to yet another birthday party when our chil-
dren receive no invitations.  It is the kind of strength 
we draw upon to not lose hope when a specialist 
coldly informs us of our children’s limitations. Be-
cause of this super-human strength, we can muster 
the energy and patience to teach or reinforce a skill 
when the correct moment presents itself, whether it 
in the privacy of our home or in a public place with 
people watching.  

Special mothers are in a club with an involuntary 
membership.   Before we had kids we realized that 
being a mother would be hard, but we certainly did 
think it would be this hard.  Although our experience 
is different and difficult,   special mothers are not 

faced with an impossible task.   We use our powers 
of extraordinary perception, intuition, and super-hu-
man strength to meet the challenges inherent in 
raising children with special needs.  We are the driv-
ing force behind our children’s achievements and we 
never take for granted the hard work it took them 
and us to get there. When special mothers look into 
the mirror, we do not see ourselves as saints as Erma 
Bombeck once wrote.   When we look into the mirror 
we see ourselves as mothers who are uniquely pow-
erful, confident, capable, and yes, truly special.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Deborah Marcello has worked with special needs 
children in the public school system as an educa-
tor for over twenty years.  She is the parent of two 
amazing sons, one with autism.  She writes about 
her experiences as a mother in her blog:  A Mom on 
the Spectrum (http://momonspectrum.blogspot.
com).  She lives with her family in Cranston, Rhode 
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I 
shouldn’t have gone into the supermarket. I knew 
it before getting into the car.  My kids, laughing 
and talking, just sounded plain irritating — which 
made me feel guilty.  By the time we entered the 
store, I felt myself forcibly taking deep breaths 
(but not the right way, as I’m doing now, as I de-
compress and sip my coffee). “Keep your hands 

off the shelves!”  We say in unison to our son, more 
than once, as we walk up and down the aisles.

I’m trying to mentally keep track of what we need 
with no list (the one time I came unprepared), as I 
visually track my kids strolling down the aisles like 
they own the place. We forgot to get about half the 
items on the list, by the way.

We arrive at the checkout line, and I’m just done.  For 
no real foreseeable reason. I know this in my mind 
— I’m thinking this rationally, yet my body feels dif-
ferently. I know that I need a brief time out, while 
allowing the kids to feel helpful and productive. 
“OK, unload the cart, please! Very carefully, use two 
hands.” My husband supervises as I sip my recently 
purchased iced coffee. We leave the store happier, 
calmer, and with at least some of the items on our 
list.

Later on in the day, I decide to proactively take 
measures to give myself some time to get things 
done and just have some time for myself as a per-
son (something that I’m learning to really prioritize 

Is There Really Such a Thing  
as a Perfect Parent? 

By Lauren BRUKNER, MS, OTR/L

PARENTAL ADVICE

Today was certainly one of those days; I’m attributing it to daylight savings time. And 
you know the funny part? My kids were (mostly) well-behaved, my hubs was perfectly 
nice (probably kind of afraid of me by mid-day) — I was the member of the family 
who was cranky, grumpy, and seriously needed (and welcomed) a time-out.
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more), while providing my children with a meaning-
ful job that helps our family unit (and expends ener-
gy!) Each child was given a rake, and they had a great 
time clearing up the front lawn.

I made sure before they went to bed, to tell them that 
I was sorry if I was grumpy (to a response of “Yes, you 
were!”), and that I love them always (to a universal, 
“We know!”)

Over the course of my journey as a mom, and as a 
therapist who speaks to parents often, I really want to 
impart the message that we should feel comfortable 
admitting that parenting is not a perfect process. We 
each have our own journey. There is no single guide-
book, how-to-manual, that will tell you how to raise 
a child in a perfect way.  And that shouldn’t be the 
goal. There’s no such thing.

To me, perfection is not the ideal. Instead, what we 
as individuals should focus on is what makes us 
unique: our quirks, our strengths and areas that we 
may wish to improve on.  It is this spark that guides 
our heart into our children, and makes them the best 
people that they can be.

Lauren Brukner is a Senior Occupational Therapist 
and author who graduated with a Masters of Science 
in Occupational Therapy from New York University. 
She is a mom of three kids, ages 8, 7, and 5. She special-
izes in sensory integration and self-regulation strat-
egies in children and young people, and their imple-
mentation in home, school, and community settings. 
She is an author with Jessica Kingsley Publishers, and 
is the author of “The Kids’ Guide to Staying Awesome 
and in Control: Simple Stuff to Help Children Regulate 
Their Emotions and Senses” (July 2014), and “How to 
Be a Superhero Called Self-Control!: Super Powers to 
Help Younger Children to Regulate their Emotions and 
Senses” (November 2015). She holds advanced train-
ing and certification in Integrated Listening Systems, 
and is a Certified Screener for Irlen Syndrome/Scop-
tic Sensitivity.  She is a contributing author to Autism 
Parenting Magazine and Fireflyfriends Special Needs 
blog. She has appeared as a guest on The Autism 
Show and The Manhattan Neighborhood Network’s 
School-Home Connection. Her books have been listed 
as resources on websites such as Real Simple Maga-
zine, Everyday Health, Aol’s Health and Wellness, MSN 
Health, and Friendship Circle, as well as Special Needs 
Book Review, among others. She blogs at www.awe-
someandincontrol.com.
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T
he party goods, decorations and refresh-
ments are in the basement.  The customized 
cake has been ordered.  The invitations for 
your special needs child’s high school grad-
uation party are in the mail.  And in a few 
weeks, family and friends will join you to cel-
ebrate this wonderful and joyous occasion.

Now there’s only one thing left to do.  Close your eyes, 
take a deep breath and allow yourself to take it all in. 

Life is all about change.  Reaching new stages or 
opening new chapters can be very exciting but also a 
little scary.  Leaving the known behind and entering 

new territory can be an unsettling experience, even 
with fresh potential for growth and success ahead.

That’s how high school graduations can seem to par-
ents of special needs children.  You are leaving the 
comfort and security of the familiar school experi-
ence with your children.  Now, together with your 
son or daughter, you must adjust to the new envi-
ronment of a more adult, community centered and/
or work-oriented world.

But, whatever lies ahead, you can take tremendous 
pride in getting to this milestone in your child’s life.  
Your son or daughter is graduating from high school.  

Your Special Needs Child’s 
Graduation 4WAYS TO CHEER

By Deanna PICON

PARENTAL ADVICE
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Wow!  What a great accomplishment – for the both of 
you. 

So sit back for few moments, put your worries aside 
and enjoy this special time.  Because reaching this 
stage says a lot about you —

        You’re A Dedicated Parent
When your son or daughter was first diagnosed all 
those years ago, you didn’t know what to expect or 
what the future held.  But you took a giant leap of 
faith and walked on, even though it meant braving 
uncharted territory.  

And, over the years, you’ve learned that raising a spe-
cial needs child is not easy.  Managing all aspects of 
your child’s daily living – including personal needs, 
school activities, therapy and medical appointments 
– can be overwhelming.  Balancing job and family 
responsibilities is stressful. 

There have been plenty of sacrifices along the way.  
You’ve probably put your personal and professional 
needs on the back burner, more often than not.  But 
because of your determination and hard work, your 
child will have a better life.  And his/her graduation 
is a major step in this direction.  That’s worth patting 
yourself on the back about.

           You Managed (And Survived)  
The Special Education System

Think back to when your son or daughter was around 
five years old and just entering the school system.  
You were most likely anxious and unsure of what 
would happen.  And you probably thought you’d 
never figure out the complex and bureaucratic world 
of special education.  

You had to navigate an educational system that was 
vastly different from your own when you were grow-
ing up.  You learned new terms for teaching as it per-
tains to special education; ABA, sensory integration, 
fine/gross motor skills and IEP meetings, to name a 
few.  And you got to know a host of new teaching 
professionals, such as physical, occupational and 
speech therapists as they worked with your child.

Now look at you today!  You’ve become an effective, 
parent advocate.  Most importantly, by actively par-
ticipating in your child’s schooling and being a full 

partner with the teaching team, you’ve given your 
son or daughter a solid education and put him/her 
on the path to a brighter future.

        You Should Be Very Proud
As with most parents, you just want to give your 
child the best life possible.  It’s easy for any parent 
to get hung up on the future.  Some put enormous 
amounts of effort into getting their kids into the right 
pre-school that will lead to the best public school, 
the best high school and set them up for Harvard 
University—all when they’re three years old!

Managing future expectations for any child is diffi-
cult, but can be even more so for special needs par-
ents.  After high school, your son or daughter may 
transition to a day rehabilitation, vocational training 
or volunteer worksite program.  Your child will have 
new personal and/or work-related goals to achieve 
as they build upon the foundation they received in 
school.  However, there will be new issues and chal-
lenges to deal with and overcome as they adjust to 
adulthood. 

Even though, this may not be the life you dreamed of 
or wanted for your child, don’t let it discourage or de-
press you.  So what if your child isn’t going off to an 
Ivy League college or starting an entry level job at a 
prestigious, Fortune 500 company.  It doesn’t dimin-
ish what your son or daughter has accomplished or 
can achieve in the future, with your continued love, 
support and guidance. 

Graduating from a specialized school is no walk in 
the park and your child did it.  She/he worked dil-
igently and consistently on their demanding and 
time-consuming IEP goals over the years and per-
formed them to the best of their ability.  And, now 
your son or daughter is a high school graduate.  This 
calls for a huge round of applause.

        You’re Simply Amazing 
The philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche said “that which 
does not kill you makes you stronger.” And you’re 
probably thinking to yourself, that old Friedrich nev-
er had to handle the challenges and responsibilities 
of raising a special needs child! 

However, there is some truth to this saying.  Because 
of your son or daughter’s journey, you’re likely a more 
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compassionate, strong, confident and self-reliant per-
son.  That’s not to say there were no periods of anger, 
resentment, hopelessness or frustration along the way.

You may have uncovered or developed abilities that 
you never thought or realized you had. Who knew 
you were a Special Needs Warrior, who will fight to 
the end for your child? 

Just know, these essential skills will carry you through 
the next phase of the journey – your child’s adulthood.  
But this time around, you won’t be a novice.  In fact, it’s 
just the opposite. You’re a seasoned pro!  “Been there, 
done that” may become your new motto.

More importantly, you’re still standing.  And after all 
you’ve been through, you deserve a gold medal.  No-
body may ever carve a statue of you or name a street 
after you, but being a great parent always has to be 
its own reward.

A Personal Celebration…
So, along with the cake, decorations and food, be 
sure your graduation party package also includes 

big helpings of pride in your child’s accomplish-
ments, confidence in your abilities as a parent, and 
determination to continue building a great life for 
your family.

Celebrate with joy and hope – you and your child de-
serve it!

Deanna Picon is the founder of Your Autism Coach, 
LLC, which provides personalized guidance, com-
prehensive support programs and seminars for 
parents of special needs children.  Her personal 
mission is to empower parents as they advocate 
for their children, while balancing productive work 
and family lives.  She received her BA in psychology 
and BA in broadcast journalism from Syracuse Uni-
versity.  Deanna is a parent of a non-verbal, young 
man with autism.  She is the author of “The Autism 
Parents’ Guide to Reclaiming Your Life.”  Deanna 
can be reached at www.YourAutismCoach.com or 
@yourautismcoach. 

http://www.YourAutismCoach.com
http://www.decodingmyautism.com
mailto:Support%40DecodingMyAutism.com%20?subject=


Getting Support for Yourself  
IS Supporting Your Family 

J
ust like most parents, parents of children 
with autism love and support their kids. They 
cherish their time together, and take pride in 
their child’s accomplishments. And, just as all 
parents are concerned about their children’s 

well-being, parents of children with autism worry for 
their child’s health, safety, and future. 

Yet, while all parents face daily struggles, parents of 
children with autism undergo unique and height-
ened challenges that can increase the risk of experi-
encing anxiety, depression, self-doubt and stress.

The tension related to the typical tasks and respon-
sibilities of being a parent are often intensified, and, 
in many cases, may be more demanding due to the 
many additional challenges and obligations that are 
necessary in caring for, and supporting the needs 
of a child with communication, social and adaptive 
skill deficits. Add to that the further requirements of 

Expert Strategies  
You Need to Know for Taking Care of Your 

Mental Health
By Dr. Darren SUSH, Psy.D., BCBA-D

AUTISM HEALTH
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Being a parent is filled with moments that can take your breath 
away.  As a parent of a child with autism, it is understandable to 

sometimes feel heartbroken, frustrated or stressed.

negotiating between funding sources, navigating 
through various treatment options, securing future 
care, managing behavioral problems and scheduling 
their child’s therapeutic commitments, and the emo-
tional strain faced by parents of children with autism 
becomes more clear. 

While parents of children with autism experience 
more justified stress, inadequate time, restricted fi-
nancial resources, and expended energy often lim-
it access to previously known coping strategies for 
dealing with these concerns, such as exercising, 
meeting with friends or family, or taking a vacation. 

Unfortunately, the mental health challenges of par-
ents of children with autism do not only affect the 
couple.  Stress, anxiety and depression may not only 
negatively impact the life of parents, but also affect 
the progress of their children.  While many parents 
welcome the opportunity to support their child’s 
progress, many of the most effective intervention 
programs, especially for young children with autism, 
are highly demanding, time intensive and require 
parents to act in the role of both therapist and care-
giver. Lack of energy, difficulty concentrating, and in-
creased stress or sadness can all make participation 
and support of the child’s programs and treatment 
goals more difficult and less consistent, which may 
potentially result in increased behavioral challeng-
es and decreased opportunities to support adaptive 
and communicative skills across the family.  

Most intervention approaches aimed at assisting 
families impacted by autism focus more specifical-
ly on the requirements of the child, rather than the 
overall needs of the family. As parents are often 
relied upon to implement therapy for their chil-
dren, most support for the family is often provided 
through parent education by behavior agencies. Un-
derstandably, as parents are better adept at assisting 
and understanding the needs of their children, their 
stress and worry may decrease; however, this does 
not address the additional mental health challenges 
that may impact parents of children with autism. 

Participating in treatment services aimed at assisting 
parents of children with autisms’ own therapeutic 
needs may not seem like a realistic or reasonable op-
tion. However, getting support for themselves may 
help to not only move toward a more balanced and 
healthier life, but may also allow parents to more 
positively and effectively support their children and 
family. Enlisting the help of a therapist, particularly 
one with experience assisting families impacted by 
autism, can provide a safe, sympathetic and con-
structive environment where parents can express 
their wants and needs. 

It may not always be possible or feasible, given a 
family’s personal circumstances to regularly attend 
therapy sessions. If you find yourself needing sup-
port, but are unable to access a professional at this 
time, or you are simply having “one of those days,” 
here are 10 strategies that may help:

Remember to Breathe
Being a parent is filled with moments that can 
take your breath away.  As a parent of a child 
with autism, it is understandable to sometimes 
feel heartbroken, frustrated or stressed. That 
does not make you a terrible person, or a bad 
parent. It makes you human. When you encoun-
ter a moment more stressful than normal, do 
your best to take a minute, breathe, and rec-
ognize that it will pass.  Each moment can be a 
learning experience. Even if you do not gain any 
new information, at least you learn that you sur-
vived the moment to breathe again.

Celebrate Victories
Focus on the spectacular successes and achieve-
ments of your child and your family, no matter 
how tiny they may seem. Many times, when par-
ents are stressed or feeling depressed, they may 
minimize or miss these opportunities for cele-
bration. If your child waved, “hello” for the first 
time, gave a hug to a new friend or successfully 
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With each piece of knowledge you receive, you will be more 
prepared, and will gain confidence and comfort. You can be the 
best advocate, teacher, researcher and therapist for your child.

asked for a break, each of these moments are 
steps toward the health and independence of 
your child, and should be celebrated.

        Keep a Journal
Whether it be a leather-bound portfolio, notes 
on your mobile device, video blog or just a 
bunch of sticky-notes in an old shoe box, keep-
ing a journal will help you save a record of the 
amazing triumphs of your child and free your 
mind of all the things that are running through 
your head at a mile-a-minute. Make a list of all 
the things you need to do – at least it is out of 
your head, and is concrete and able to be tack-
led. 

        Education is Power
You will never learn everything, but you can 
learn something. Navigating the world of autism 
can be extremely daunting. There will always be 
more to learn, and the information will always 
change and progress. From the symptoms of 
the disorder itself, to the various service and 
treatment options, to the availability of fund-
ing sources, finding the best options for your 
child and your family can be intimidating and 
nerve-wracking. With each piece of knowledge 
you receive, you will be more prepared, and will 
gain confidence and comfort. You can be the 
best advocate, teacher, researcher and ther-
apist for your child. By learning all you can, or 
surrounding yourself with those who can help, 
you can remove the worry and uncertainty that 
accompanies the unknown, feel supported and 
part of a community and confidently make the 
decisions that are best for you and your family.

        Everything Over Time
Taking one thing at a time may be impossible, 
but you still do not have to take on everything 
at the same time. Differentiate what you can 

and cannot control and take action on what you 
can, when you can. 

        Make the Old New
Remember the things that you once loved to 
do and make them new. You may not be able 
to participate in all the activities that you once 
enjoyed, but that does not mean they are lost. 
Re-invent and re-imagine the activities that 
you once enjoyed, and share these experiences 
again with your family. It may not be the same, 
but it can still be great.

        Deal (Even if Not Ideal)
Just because something is not perfect or the 
way you expected, does not mean it is a failure.  
Attempt to find the positive, or successful as-
pect of everything, even if the only positive is 
that it is over. 

        Be Careful of Comparisons
Comparing your family situation with others 
may be extremely helpful as a reference for 
gathering new and insightful suggestions or 
ideas. However, it is also important to remem-
ber that these other individuals are not “in your 
shoes.”  Though there may be similarities, they 
do not share the same experiences. You will al-
ways find someone who may have a more diffi-
cult struggle, or someone who seems to have it 
better. Many times, those same individuals can 
switch sides depending on the area of focus. 
Comparisons can cause you to minimize your 
own feelings and issues, while at the same time 
maximizing your concerns.   

        Diagnosis Not Definition
Your child’s challenges do not define who they 
are, or who you and your family are. They may 
always be present, and there may always be a 
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need to focus and attend to your child’s difficul-
ties, yet in spite of, and perhaps even because of 
these issues, your child is still an amazing, com-
petent and loving person, who can be capable 
of reaching their own surprising heights.   

        Find Support
Often, parents of children with autism distance 
themselves from others. They may worry about 
how their struggles will be interpreted or per-
ceived, or may be concerned about the safety of 
their family outside of the home environment. It 
is important to remember that your experienc-
es are your own, but you are not alone. Making 
a connection where you can freely share your 
thoughts and feelings can be exceptionally im-
portant in reducing stress. 

The pressures of being a parent, especially a parent 
of a child with special needs, can be overwhelming. 
The strategies above may not solve every issue, and 
each suggestion may not apply to all of you and your 
family’s needs. But, no matter what, it is important to 
make attending to your own feelings and well-being 
a top priority. Doing so may not only make challenges 

seem less daunting and reduce feelings of stress and 
sadness, but also lead to a more positive and healthy 
outlook. It is important to always remember that sup-
porting yourself is supporting your family.  

10.
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Located in Los Angeles, CA, Dr. Darren 
Sush, Psy.D., BCBA-D, is a licensed clini-
cal psychologist and board certified be-
havior analyst, specializing in therapy 
for parents of children with autism and 
special needs. 

Throughout his career, Dr. Sush has recognized that 
parents of children with autism and special needs 
can significantly benefit from the guidance, com-
fort and empathy of therapeutic services that sup-
port their unique experiences and struggles.

11633 San Vicente Blvd., Suite 106 
Los Angeles, CA 90049 
424-248-9709

www.drdarrensush.com 
facebook.com/drdarrensush 
twitter.com/drdarrensush 
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/all-the-pieces

http://www.drdarrensush.com/
http://facebook.com/drdarrensush
http://twitter.com/drdarrensush
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/all-the-pieces
http://TotalLifeCounseling.com/summer-camp/


T
he clock ticks. It’s too hot. Everything is too 
warm. Sweat clings to your skin like a par-
asite, drenching your clothes and stick-
ing your hair to your forehead. Your breath 
comes in short, sharp pants, chest heav-
ing violently. Tears gather in your eyes and 
fall at an uncontrollable rate, streaming 

down your face without your permission. Small 
whines slip past the knot in your throat and escape 
through your mouth, filling the silence that coats 
the room, growing louder and louder until they 
turn into cries of distress. Arms wrap around legs, 
back curled, face pressed into your knees as you 
sob. The world around you is nothing more than a 

THE MELTDOWN:  
When the World Becomes a Blur  

of Colors and Deafening Screams
 
By Lisa and Rebekah PRICE

My 15-year-old daughter 
Rebekah wrote in great 

detail how she feels 
during a meltdown. It is 
very insightful as well as 
heartbreaking. Maybe if 
your child has no verbal 
skills but displays some 
of these behaviors it will 

help you understand why.  

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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blur of colors, blinding lights and deafening sounds. 
The small empty room is the only comfort you have.  
 
The door opens, and your sobs turn into screams, the 
sound distant and detached. Your pleas for them to 
leave you alone are ignored, and as their hands come 
down on your shoulders, a burning sensation tears 
through your skin.  You scream louder, batting the 
hands away desperately but they keep coming back. 
Over and over, skin makes contact with skin, oversen-
sitive flesh sets on fire, coursing through your shak-
ing body, and all you can think is that you want to 
be left alone. The harmless batting turns into violent 
kicks, instincts taking control as you try to fight away 
the hands that hurt you. They tell you that you need 
to calm down, that you are being silly, there is noth-
ing wrong. They tell you that you are being imma-
ture, that you need to stop acting so childish, insist-
ing that they aren’t hurting you despite your pained 
cries and the knives being driven through your flesh. 
You shake your head violently, unable to under-
stand why you can’t control your actions, struggling 
to gain control of yourself again, uncertain of what 
exactly is making you act this way. There’s too much 
happening at one time for you to process, every-
thing is too confusing. Your head pounds painfully 
as everything overwhelms you, leaving you helpless 
to the onslaught. All you can do is sob and kick even 
more, face heating up at the humiliation at being 
seen like this, but there’s nothing you can do to stop. 
 
The sound of the clock ticking is drowned out by your 
screams. Your legs thrash uncontrollably, coming 
into contact with walls and doors as you desperately 
try to expel the building energy inside you.  There’s 
a bubble growing in your chest, consuming you, 
making it hard to breathe as your heart hammers 
against your chest. When they talk to you again, all 
you can do is scream louder and thrash some more. 
They grab you by the arms and try to drag you out of 
the room, and you wriggle and squirm in a desper-
ate attempt to escape, lashing out with your legs. It 
doesn’t take long for them to give up, and they drop 
you, letting you collapse and curl up into a sobbing 
mess on the floor. Your legs kick out again and again, 
adrenaline surging through your body, making ev-
ery hair stand on end as everything finally begins to 
catch up with you. Your face is wet with tears, and 
your throat is raw, but you can’t stop screaming, 
begging them to go away and leave you alone. They 

don’t. They never do. They just stand and watch. 
 
Your eyes begin to feel heavy, your body weighed 
down to the floor. The tears still fall, but they begin 
to slow, and your screams quieten. They try to touch 
you again, but your skin starts burning again and 
your feet lash out weakly. They immediately back 
away, letting you curl up even further as you cry. 
Tear tracks stain your red face, the almost endless 
energy from before suddenly gone. Your eyes slide 
shut into a half-lidded gaze, small sobs still slipping 
past your lips as exhaustion replaces the adrenaline 
that was previously flooding through your body. 
You can no longer tell how long you lie there, and 
the last few minutes slowly blur into each other as 
an incoherent jumble of sounds and colors. You 
won’t be able to remember this later. You never do. 
 
Your crying has finally stopped, and once again they 
approach you. The hand on your shoulder no longer 
burns, but it’s still too hot and you shift away slightly 
with a small whine of discomfort. Your throat burns, 
eyes too heavy to keep open. You don’t bother to try. 
You let them slide shut, your heart no longer pound-
ing against your chest, your breaths finally evening 
out and deepening. The bubble in your chest is gone, 
and all you want to do is sleep. They try to talk to you, 
but you don’t have the energy to understand what 
they say, so you just ignore them like they ignored 
you. The world slows down to a more normal rate 
and everything no longer overwhelms you. The gen-
tle ticking of the clock now soothes you, lulling you 
into a half-conscious state so that you can recharge. 
You’re still too warm, the heat pricking your skin 
and causing you discomfort, but it no longer hurts. 
You swallow thickly in an attempt to cool your raw 
throat, eyelids settling comfortably where they are. 
 
Everything is calmer now, no longer too loud and too 
bright. You can’t move just yet, so instead you listen 
to the sound of the clock. Tick. Tick. Tick.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Rebekah Price is a 15-year-old that loves creative 
writing and drama. When she’s not at school she 
likes to read or write stories. She also plays cornet 
and hates maths!
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  Families of individuals dealing with Autism, Asperger’s, SPD, and similar issues often suffer from sleep-
less nights. Some families have experienced months and years of sleepless nights. Overstimulation, anxi-
ety, and sensory issues are among the causes of sleeplessness in individuals. What can be done? Medica-
tion alone only addresses part of the problem. Sensory Goods Weighted Blankets are designed to work 
with the sensory system, allowing the individual to rest their body and mind. They work by calming 
overstimulation, anxiety and providing sensory input for sensory seekers. Individuals dealing with 
Down Syndrome, night terrors, Restless Leg Syndrome and other special needs have also benefited
from using these products.

Testimonials: 

“The blanket is truly amazing!!!! My son loves it , the fabric I 
picked is even better in person ....it is so well made looks like 
I should have paid twice as much as I did... Seriously exceeded 
my expectations... I have already recommended them to 
several other mommies I know who have children with 
Autism.” –Sherrie 

“… We love the quality and delivery. Price was even great too 
after shopping around, this was the cheapest, but yet amazing 
delivery! I got it within a week, 3-4 days of ordering and did 
not pay more to receive it faster. Totally & Completely Satis-
fied! Thank you!” -Olivia

“Sensory Goods is a very caring company. They took care of 
our families need and we are forever grateful. Excellent 
customer service and they respond to every question that you 
may have...” –Michelle

How Are You Sleeping? 

OT Testimonials:

“I am an OT and Sensory Goods was such a wonderful company 
to order from. This company actually understands the difficulty 
of having a child with special needs and will do everything they 
can to help out. I love this company and will definitely refer 
them and order from them again! Thanks so much!!!”  -OT Jodi 

“I am both a mom and an Educational Therapist. I bought this 
blanket for my son who has ADHD and a sensory disorder...-
None offered the selection and quality that Sensory Goods does. 
This blanket…is the perfect size and weight for my 11 year old. 
He likes to put the whole thing right on his chest and he says it 
feels like a hug. It helps him to calm down when he's had a 
rough day and...sleep better. Sensory Goods has excellent client 
service as well, answering all my questions promptly to ensure 
I got the appropriate product. I'll be recommending you to my 
clients.”  -ET Amelie 

  Our blankets are customizable with 4 
layers of fabric, allowing you to choose 
the weight, size, filling and fabric.
Sensory Goods offers a wide variety of other products suitable for 
any therapeutic program including: weighted products, swings, 
floor products, oral motors, exercise, and much more!

  Our company partners with schools, hospitals, clinics, and many 
other businesses weekly, to promote an affordable, quality prod-
uct for anyone and everyone. 

We believe in our products as do many
customers who have given us 5 stars reviews!
100% satisfaction and the fastest shipping
 guaranteed! 

Contact us at:
info@sensorygoods.com

1-800-875-7367
or visit our wesite:

SensoryGoods.com 

mailto:info%40sensorygoods.com?subject=
http://sensorygoods.com
https://www.facebook.com/SensoryGoodsOnline
https://twitter.com/SensoryGoods
https://www.pinterest.com/sensorygoods1/
https://instagram.com/sensorygoodsonline/


T
here’s the Working Mom, Soccer Mom, Cool 
Mom, Strict Mom, and basically any word 
you want to insert in front of Mom.  In my 
short seven years of motherhood I’ve of-
ten been called, “Super Mom” and usually 
followed by an empathetic, “I don’t know 
how you do it.” Here’s my truth, and why be-

ing Mom without the adjective that precedes it, is 
enough.

It’s a choice, to become a Mom. One we all knowing-
ly made, for better or for worse, in sickness and in 
health, autism or neurotypical.  I will not sugarcoat 
my choice to become a Mom — at 19 I was scared, 
and my original plan for my unborn baby was adop-
tion. There were days that I wanted to keep my baby, 
selfishly, I wanted to live with my parents and have 
them support not only myself but my baby as well. 
Do you remember the moment your child was born? 

A POWERFUL LOOK AT MOTHERHOOD 

Being Mom Without the  
Adjective that Precedes it

By Kathleen TARZWELL

Have you ever defined the word “Mom?” No, not the Merriam-Webster dictionary 
definition, but truly what it means to be a Mom. It’s not an easy question to answer, 
because a Mom is so many things. 

Mom holding 
Braeden’s tiny 1lb 
hand in his NICU 
isolate

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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Do you remember all the dreams you held for your 
child? That one day they’d become a ballerina or an 
athlete, an honor roll student, whatever it may be, as 
a parent you’d do whatever it takes to give your baby 
the absolute best outcome for their future.  Those 
dreams somehow shift when you’re 25 weeks preg-
nant and in labor. You now feel you’re in a nightmare, 
and the only dream you have is that each breath is 
followed by the next. I became a mom at 19, I made 
the same choice as any aged woman made, and I 
wasn’t going to allow my age or circumstances de-
fine the type of Mom I was about to become.

Pregnancy is a journey all in itself, and health wise 
you could say my pregnancy was pretty normal. 
Tuesday, July 3rd I woke up early to walk the dog I 
was babysitting for over the 4thof July holiday. Af-
ter walking the dog I noticed my lower back felt 
sore, and I had faint tightness in my chest. I called 
the doctor to be sure everything was OK, but he felt 
I needed to come in to be checked. A chest x-ray was 
ordered and everything seemed fine, the nurse ex-
amined me, and I could tell with an “oh my god” from 
that moment forward that nothing would be fine. I 
was 4cm dilated with a bulging bag of water, tilted 

backwards in a hospital bed. Scared out of my mind, 
I frantically called my parents but could not reach 
anyone for almost two hours. Eventually my father 
picked up and rushed over and arrived right about 
the time the nurse was performing amniocenteses 
to check for infection. No infection was found and 
the doctor started me on magnesium sulfate to stop 
the labor contractions. Hours later my contractions 
had stopped but I was told I would not be able to 
leave the hospital for weeks or possibly until I deliver 
the baby at full term. 

In those moments that turned to hours questions 
flooded my mind. What if the baby still comes ear-
ly? What if the baby is sick? Adoption was always the 
plan but it was the last thing on my mind, I could 
only think about the baby and his health. Saturday, 
July 7th at 4am the contractions started again but 
this time the nurses and doctors could not stop the 
labor. At 8:07 am Baby Boy Tarzwell was born weigh-
ing 1lb 13oz. From the moment he was born, to now; 
with 24 surgeries and four life-changing diagnoses 
in between, I am — and will always be, Mom. For 
me, becoming a Mom meant nightly respiratory rate 
checks, daily head circumference measures, weekly 
Emergency Room trips, and making a hospital our 
home.

Braeden and Mom now

One Month after Braeden was born was the first time 
Mom held him
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I never questioned why I didn’t continue with the 
adoption plan until years later. Maybe because af-
ter 24 hours a doctor explained they would be with-
drawing support due to the severity of him having 
a bilateral brain hemorrhage and “no quality of life” 
diagnosis. Maybe it’s because I felt the joy of having 
a baby, and now I would have to grieve the loss of 
him. Maybe it’s because he was fighting to live, and 
I was the only one who could be his voice, to help 
him fight. Maybe it’s because I was doing what any 
Mom would do, and I knew that I was supposed to 
be his Mom and he’s supposed to be my Braeden. I 
could list so many reasons for the sake of this article, 
but the truth is I never needed a reason to because 
of love. You accept love, you give love, you fight like 
hell to never lose love, but you should never ques-
tion love.

Braeden is now seven years old and we spend less 
time at the hospital and more time at home. In retro-
spect, I became a Mom the only way I knew how, 
through trial and error. My journey may be a little 
more unpredictable but it makes me no more than 
the next Mom. I spend a lot of time wanting the world 
to accept Braeden the way he accepts the world; with-
out conditions. I value acceptance beyond the spec-
trum, I want every Mom to know I am no more or less 
than you. All Moms are extraordinary; you love uncon-
ditionally, you would walk through fire for your child 
and that doesn’t make you super or special, it makes 
you; Mom.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Known as Kathleen Tarzwell, legally, but her favor-
ite person calls her Mom. Wipfli LLP associate by 
day, accounting student by night. Autism advo-
cate, fighting the good fight. Capturing life through 
the lens of an iPhone, and living it by the ticking of 
her seven year old sons heartbeat. Blogger for the 
benefits of inexpensive therapy and in hopes that 
her words do for others as reading blogs has done 
for her. 

Blog: www.fillthesilence.me 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/KTarzwell 
Email: KTarzwell22@gmail.com

TIMELESS
Essential Oils

www.TimelessEssentialOils.com
Rosemount, Minnesota, USA

Authentic Essential Oils
Help Manage Autism

Authentic Aromatherapy
Pure, therapeutic grade Essential Oils
Paraben and Phthalate free skin care

Relax
Focus

Achieve

“This  lm deserves to be loved by everyone.” ~ Connor B.
22 year old movie reviewer living along the spectrum

NEW DVD:   
90 mins, chaptered. Available at www.greenplanetfilms.org

http://www.fillthesilence.me/
http://www.facebook.com/KTarzwell
mailto:KTarzwell22@gmail.com
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Ways Your Child with ASD Can 

BENEFIT FROM  
SPECIAL EDUCATION

By Angela CONRAD

Chances are if you have a child on the autism spectrum, you are or are going to be 
very familiar with special education.  Before I had my own sons with autism, I received 
my bachelors in Special Education from Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville. 
After graduating, I was a substitute teacher and then landed a special education job 
for 4th and 5th graders at a school in Southern Illinois.

SPECIAL 
EDUCATION

EDUCATION
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W
hen I became a spe-
cial needs mother I 
had an advantage 
over the majority 
of other new spe-
cial needs parents. I 
knew about autism. 

I taught children with autism.  
Most importantly, I knew about 
special education and my rights 
as a special needs parent.  Sadly, 
even though I was at an advan-
tage, I still found myself lost in the 
system at times. There is so much 
to know in order to get your child 
the best education possible.

Even though your child has autism, 
he/she is still entitled to a “free 
and appropriate public education” 
in the “least restrictive environ-
ment.” In other words, your child 
deserves an education that meets 
his/her needs with their non-dis-
abled peers as much as possible.  
So please do not feel like your child 
can’t benefit from school because 
they can — even with a diagnosis 
of autism.  Sometimes, depending 
on the school district, the parent of the special needs 
child may need to be the “go-getter” and initiate a 
comprehensive evaluation of your child’s needs.  This 
can’t be done without your approval.  Even if your 
child has a medical diagnosis of autism, the school 
district still needs to do an evaluation on your child. 
The results of the evaluation will help the special ed-
ucation team and you to write your child’s Individu-
alized Education Program (IEP).

The parent has just as much to do with the IEP as the 
special education team from your child’s school.  In 
fact, the IEP is not supposed to be written until the 
IEP meeting with the parent/s.  The IEP might be very 
confusing and hard to understand.  I would suggest 
getting with your local advocacy group and having 
them educate you on the different areas of an IEP.

Your child is entitled to receive related services.  Re-
lated services are those services your child needs to 
benefit appropriately from special education, such 

as occupational therapy, speech therapy, physical 
therapy, and counseling.

It would take a huge stack of papers for me to tell 
you all that you need to know about understanding 
special education.  Just always remember that your 
child is entitled to what they deserve.  Be a proac-
tive parent and make sure you get educated on your 
schools special education program. Take the time to 
educate yourself on the special education law.  It will 
truly only benefit you and your child.

EDUCATION

Angela Conrad is a former Special Education teach-
er.  She is a mother to two boys on the autism spec-
trum and a strong, autism advocate. She is the 
Walk Chair for the Walk Now for Autism Speaks 
in Terre Haute, Indiana. You can follow Angela ‘s 
page on Facebook, Two Brothers One Journey. 

http://twobrothersonejourney.blogspot.com/
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P
rimarily viewed as a boy’s dis-
order, attributes unique to 
autistic girls oftentimes gets 
excluded, making the informa-
tion non-gender specific, or 
lacking details relevant to fe-
males.  This became even more 

apparent when our daughter reached 
puberty.

An Unexpected Turn
When our daughter, Leah, reached fourth grade, we 
were quite happy with the progress she had made.  
She had been placed in an inclusive mainstream 
classroom a few years prior, and her behavior had im-
proved tremendously.  She learned to model appro-
priate social interaction, and behaviors.  Her fourth 
grade teacher had even requested to have Leah 
placed in her class the previous year!  By far her best 
school year, her teacher helped facilitate friendships 
and began a “lunch bunch” program for her.  A few 
girls in Leah’s class asked her to dance in the talent 

show with them, which led to having her very first 
birthday party.  It was so promising that she devel-
oped friends and had a sense of belonging.  In 5th 
grade, however, that all changed.  When the onset of 
puberty came, we had no idea what we were about 
to face.  Extremely challenging behaviors began to 
emerge, and our daughter became more and more 
unpredictable.  Sadly, her friends stopped interact-
ing with her. It was so disheartening to see her being 
separated from students and not enjoying school 
like she once had. Her progress had come to a sud-
den stop.  Her sensory difficulties would easily inten-
sify more than usual.  Hormones had changed her 
day-to-day life dramatically.

THE PINK SIDE OF THE SPECTRUM 
Our Unexpected Turn in Life

By Lori DeMONIA

AUTISM HEALTH

Navigating as an autism 
parent can be challenging 
as no two children on the 
spectrum are alike. Raising 
a girl on the spectrum can 
be especially challenging.  
Since girls account for much 
less of the total diagnoses, 
it’s much harder to find re-
search studies or informa-
tion exclusively about girls 
on the spectrum.  
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The extreme behaviors I described to them were exactly what they 
had experienced with their daughters. Taking the advice from one 
mother, we made an appointment with an adolescent specialist.

A Memorable Meltdown
I wanted to share one of the most serious meltdowns 
that occurred last year.  While at our primary care 
physician’s office to be checked for a possible ear 
infection, Leah had a severe sensory overload melt-
down.  Whether it was her sensitive ears being ex-
amined, the bright lights, or something else entire-
ly, something was triggered that day that sent Leah 
into a state of panic.  She ran out of the exam room, 
and started to engage in self injurious behavior.  Her 
out-of-control behavior resulted in me being asked 
to get her psychiatrist on the phone.  Once I reached 
her psychiatrist on my phone, the doctor spoke to 
her briefly.  

Unfortunately, they were not able to do what the psy-
chiatrist had suggested, which was to give her a sed-
ative.  I was then informed that if she didn’t leave their 
office immediately, they would have no choice but 
to call the police.  Hearing that the police were going 
to be coming to intervene with my then 13-year-old 
daughter sent chills through me.  If a group practice 
of medical professionals could not help her, what 
reassurance did I have that law enforcement would 
have any idea how to intervene with a girl with au-
tism? This situation, I thought, could easily escalate 
things and spiral out of control.  Staying as calm as I 
could, I had to de-escalate her enough to walk out to 
the car.  Thankfully, talking with her and doing some 
deep breathing settled her enough to leave.  Once 
she got into the car, I felt such a sense of relief!  Never 
could I have imagined that a simple exam at her doc-
tor’s office could potentially lead to such a frighten-
ing situation. We had to find her additional help and 
to avoid being put in that situation again. 

It’s difficult to share moments like these.  We now 
know, however, that girls with ASD can become vio-
lent during their teenage years.  There can be numer-
ous factors that play a role.  Autism, anxiety, sensory 
processing disorder, and hormonal changes, are just 
a few. When combined, it’s hard to distinguish ex-
actly what needs to be addressed.  Finding the right 
treatment for these overlapping factors can be over-
whelming. 

Seeking Direction
We now had to find new ways to help our daughter, 
as her aggression began to worsen. Her coping skills 
and strategies were no longer effective.  Frustration 
and anxiety would set in quickly, causing impulsive 
behaviors.  Determined to find information, we start-
ed to search for ways to help her with these physical 
and hormonal changes.  One of the few studies we 
came across was about the prevalence of premen-
strual syndrome in autistic girls.1 It found that 92% 
of the females diagnosed with ASD had premenstru-
al disorder, compared to 11% of the control group.  
What caught our attention was the severe behav-
ioral symptoms described in those girls with autism 
and PMS were anger, anxiety, being destructive and 
aggressive. This kind of behavior was exactly what 
we were seeing coincide with her hormonal chang-
es.  But we still were at a loss as to how to help her.  

AUTISM HEALTH
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Thankfully, while attending the Penn State autism 
conference one summer, I met other parents raising 
girls with ASD.  The extreme behaviors I described to 
them were exactly what they had experienced with 
their daughters. Taking the advice from one mother, 
we made an appointment with an adolescent spe-
cialist.  Due to the severity of her behaviors, she was 
diagnosed with PMDD, premenstrual dysphoric disor-
der, the severe kind of premenstrual syndrome. It was 
suggested that a low dose birth control pill could help 
stabilize her fluctuating hormones, and would most 
likely reduce these behaviors.  With self-injurious be-
haviors resurfacing, and aggression becoming worse, 
we decided to try this approach.  Now, almost two 
years later, we have seen a marked improvement.  This 
choice may not be right for everyone, but in our case 
her safety was our main concern.

Staying Hopeful 
Leah’s artistic abilities are a positive part of her life.  
Having received seven national art award grants, plac-
ing third in a state-wide art competition, and having 
her artwork exhibited at the Penn State autism con-
ference, have made us very proud of her.  We continue 
to see an improvement in her verbal communication, 
and for that we are grateful. She’s a typical teen when 
it comes to liking clothes, nail polish, and making her 
own jewelry. She now attends a school that can better 
support her needs. She has daily access to a squeeze 
machine there, similar to the one Temple Grandin de-
signed.  We’re appreciative of the progress she’s made 
while adjusting to so many changes.

AUTISM HEALTH

Lori DeMonia works as a Behavioral Health TSS for 
the Chester County Intermediate Unit / Home & 
Community Services, and author to children’s books 
Leah’s Voice, and Love for Logan.  She is the recipi-
ent of The Temple Grandin Outstanding Literary 
Work of the Year Award for her picture book, Leah’s 
Voice.  She serves as a parent consultant with PEAC 
- The Pennsylvania Education for All Coalition, and 
also on the Walnut Street Theatre Education Advi-
sory Committee. 
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Raising a daughter on the spectrum can take unex-
pected turns during adolescence. Stay hopeful and 
know that through your patience, dedication, and 
perseverance, you can have a positive impact on her 
future.  
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I
n a previous article for Autism Parenting Mag-
azine, I addressed erasing the prejudice of vio-
lence associated with individuals on the autism 
spectrum.  Although it is important to erase that 
growing prejudice, I mentioned that it would be 
negligent not to discuss the possibility of special 
interests (which is a symptom of Autism Spec-

trum Disorder (ASD)) becoming a clinical concern. In 
the previous article we touched on special interests 
that might cross a clinical line and said as an autism 
specialist and professional counselor, I urge parents 
to be vigilant of the special interests a spectrum child 

engages in approaching those teen/tween years.  A 
second interview with Dr. Tony Attwood focused on 
the Spectrum Teen’s development of core self and 
dating relationships and the correlation with intense 
special interests.

Another  interest of clinical concern can be in the area 
of pornography.  Remember what makes the interest 
a clinical concern is the intensity and focus placed on 
the activity. The article by John Elder Robison in a blog 
for Psychology Today discusses how pornography can 
develop into a deeper issue for Asperger’s syndrome 

Ways to Develop  
a POSITIVE SENSE  

of Self and Relationships on the Spectrum
An interview with Dr. Tony Attwood, Ph.D. AS/ASD expert

By Stephanie C. HOLMES,  
Certified Autism Specialist
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(AS)/ASD persons and how theory of mind, develop-
mental delay and immaturity, coupled with feelings 
of rejection, isolation, and curiosity can become prob-
lematic as an interest.  Dr. Attwood further explained 
that spectrum teens or young adults may not seek ad-
vice from parents and turn to pornography as a guide-
book for romance of what females want in a dating re-
lationship.  Add to that a neurotypical (NT) population 
fascinated with books such as Fifty Shades of Gray and 
there is a reasonable expectation for confusion in the 
Aspie/ASD teen on relationships modeling.

Dr. Attwood:  “Often times a teenager looking for ro-
mance or a relationship with a female may collect 
pornography and view it as a documentary as what 
women want.  What is in pornography is not realistic 
and represents extremes and this can lead to issues 
of legalities. If a 18-19 year old ASD male who emo-
tionally maybe 5-10 years younger in his thinking is 
collecting photographs and pornographic movies 
of all extremes as if he collecting data is rebuffed by 
girls his own age, may find a younger girl who may 
be 14 or 15 who may find having a relationship with 
an older guy as desirable could be in a dangerous 
position if he thinks that what she wants in a dating 
relationship has been demonstrated in the photo-
graphs and films he has been collecting.”

Dr. Attwood further explained that the AS person is 
often not aware that downloading images of young-
er girls is a federal crime, yet the legal recourse would 
be the same despite the person having AS and func-
tioning emotionally three to five behind his peers.

At Mind and Hearts: A Psychology Clinic for Autism 
Spectrum Conditions, Dr. Garnett (Founder and Di-
rector), Dr. Attwood and trained professionals on the 
Mind and Hearts team work with teens and adults 
who are struggling with pornography (and other re-
lational issues) as a special interest and realize that 
is often a cry for help for instruction in the art of re-
lationships.   At the clinic these individuals receive 
education about friendships and romantic relation-
ships in a program called Beyond Friendship.  Dr. 
Attwood explains that often times spectrum youth 

are isolated and do not have positive peers or role 
models to guide through this time of adolescence 
but they are in desperate need of education and 
personal support. They work with spectrum teens 
in a group setting with one to two chosen NT peers 
who have been trained to help guide them through 
relational issues. Parents of the teens are also given 
information on guiding discussions with their child 
about their own romantic experiences to help devel-
op positive and healthy relationships. Peer develop-
ment in this group with role-play experiences, guid-
ance, and support then steers them away from the 
negative influences they may be receiving with their 
own “research” into the world of pornography and 
give them information they are actually seeking. 

Spectrum Teens find it difficult to ask for information 
whether it be about relationships or about them-
selves. Spectrum Teens often are looking for a peer 
group to accept them and include them.  Even if a 
person on the spectrum is undiagnosed, there is a 
sense that something about them is different than 
their peers.  When an Aspie comes to believe some-
thing, it becomes a “truth” to them.   Dr. Attwood 
and I discussed the neural pathway in which AS per-
sons can become entrenched into a belief that they 
should be the opposite gender, and this is a different 
issue than what we think we know about Transgen-
der or Transsexual issues. This combination of AS/
ASD wiring and gender identity needs to be handled 
with care. Because gender reassignment surgery is 
a permanent solution to what may be a three to five 
year phase, it is important to address.  

For those Dr. Attwood refers to as “genuinely feeling 
they are transgender” would state that since child-
hood they had attraction or thoughts about feeling 
like the opposite gender.  For those with AS/ASD, the 
belief that they are truly the opposite gender and 
their social issues would disappear if they could be-
come the opposite gender stems from what he calls 
Psychological Archeology.  Children begin to form 
that concept of self in childhood. Dr. Attwood defined 
this as, “Do you like who you are, or are you comfort-

Spectrum Teens find it difficult to ask for information whether it 
be about relationships or about themselves. Spectrum Teens often 

are looking for a peer group to accept them and include them. 
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able with who you are or others perceive you to be.” 
For NT children there is a wealth of knowledge that is 
this concept is being built upon, family, community, 
peers, etc.  A strong component of that is how peer 
groups and those closest to you in your community 
treat you and view you.  For Aspies, they tend to base 
this on the criticisms of peer and feelings of inferiority.  
Dr. Attwood said developmentally between the age of 
six to eight years of age children are beginning to pick 
up on differences and what being different means.  At 
this age children are picking up on being included or 
excluded and how others are treating them in light of 
perceived differences.  AS/ASD persons may or may 
not be diagnosed at this age since the average age 
of milder autism (formerly called Asperger’s) was ages 
eight to eleven.  However, Dr. Attwood said that boys 
are finding at this young age that girls tend to be nicer 
and friendlier to them than boys in their peer group. 
So the seed is planted that perhaps if I was a girl, this 
would “fix” things.  They may befriend more girls and 
begin to adopt more feminine mannerisms.  Once this 
occurs, boys in this peer group will begin to distance 
themselves further and exclude them for their lack of 
masculine qualities.  The boys don’t accept me, but the 
girls do, maybe I was meant to be a girl.  Young AS/ASD 
girls may not be “girly girl” and maybe not even “tom-
boy” but they do not seem to fit in with what the other 
girls their age are doing. The AS/ASD girls pick up the 
girls are being mean to me and leaving me out or ex-
cluding me because I do not like the same things that 
they do. Some girls may be more tom-boyish or mas-
culine which is generally a little more accepted in so-
ciety (a feminine boy usually gets a more derogative 
name like “gay” or “sissy”).  The AS/ASD girls find that 
being with the NT girls is more stressful than the boys. 
The boys are more inclusive and I would rather be doing 
what they are doing anyway.  A feedback loop is creat-
ed that reinforces the gender questioning so as each 
approaches puberty, the thoughts can become that 
perhaps I am not this gender but the other gender. 

In adolescence the desire to be accepted is strong.  As 
AS/ASD persons are entering middle and high school 
peers begin to distance themselves and they won-
der:  Where do I fit? Where do I find acceptance?  When 
a mainstream person makes a gender change and it 
called a hero or applauded for the courage to make 
this change, someone confused about their identi-
ty, wondering what they feel different, and feel like 
this change could gain acceptance of a peer group, 
this a perfect storm for what is called Gender Dys-

phoria in the ICD.  Aspies also tend to be five to six 
years behind their peers in developing romantic at-
traction and may believe they are asexual or bisexual 
because they have not had any experiences in the 
area of romantic type relationships.  Celibacy is often 
seen as safe, and many on the spectrum live happy 
fulfilled lives celibate. 

As a mother, clinician, and autism advocate, this is 
why I am adamant about sharing a child’s diagnosis 
of Asperger’s/Autism Spectrum Disorder with them 
at a young age.  Many time parents feel like this la-
bel will stigmatize them or do more harm than good.  
Many parents tell me “it is just a label and I do not 
want he/she to think there is anything wrong with 
them.”  As a parent, I understand.  However, Dr. Att-
wood and I agree that by not sharing the label and 
keeping it hidden can denote shame. We want per-
sons on the spectrum to see their wiring as a differ-
ence and understand the challenges and strengths 
of their wiring.  Tweens/teens will naturally begin to 
feel their differences. As Temple Grandin says, “Differ-
ent not less than.”  As parents when we talk openly in 
our home about the spectrum and some of the dif-
ferences we can help prepare our children for these 
conflicting feelings and understand how the treat-
ment of NT peers can affect their identity develop-
ment and how they build relationships with peers 
and those of the opposite sex. 

Stephanie C. Holmes, M.A., is an 
ordained minister, a Licensed 
Christian Counselor, and a Certi-
fied Autism Specialist. Stephanie’s 
career path changed when her el-
dest daughter was diagnosed with 
Asperger’s Syndrome in 2004. She 
then began to focus on helping 

families deal with the frustrations and challenges 
of having a special needs child and works with As-
pie- NT couples across the country through Skype 
consultation. She speaks nationally about AS/ASD 
and families, Spectrum Teens, and Aspie- NT mar-
riage. Her newly published book  Confessions of a 
Christian Counselor: How Infertility and Autism 
Grew My Faith  explores her personal journey and 
gives practical advice to families. With leading ASD 
researcher, Dr. Tony Attwood, Stephanie has pub-
lished articles in Autism /Asperger’s Digest on issues 
Spectrum Teens face. 
www.counselorstephanieholmes.com
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But how, you wonder? If they cannot speak, 
how do they communicate? How do I teach 
my child to communicate? GREAT questions!  
Here are 10 tips to help you get started:

        Do not underestimate your child. 
Just because your child cannot speak doesn’t mean 
they do not have anything to say and it certainly 
doesn’t mean they have limited understanding. Ex-
pect more and they may surprise you! 

Excellent Ways to Help You 
COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR  

NONVERBAL CHILD
By Hallie BULKIN, MA, CCC-SLP

There is a well-known quote that speaks to the fact that just because a child cannot 
physically speak, it does not mean that they do not have anything to say. This is SO 
true. As a pediatric speech language pathologist specializing in working with children 
and families living with autism, I have seen many children who are nonverbal become 
very successful communicators. 

1.

COMMUNICATION
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        IQ is just a number. 
IQ is hard to measure when your child is given a test 
that heavily relies on verbal responses and social 
norms (as many of the popular intelligence tests do).  
It is NOT the best measure of intelligence for many 
children with autism. It is very challenging to gauge 
intelligence with standardized tests in this popula-
tion so keep this in mind!

        Use pictures. 
In the beginning, as you are starting to work with 
your child, begin with pictures. Start with pictures 
of your child’s favorite toys, foods, items they often 
request/need on a daily basis.  You can go online 
and print off pictures from Google images or take 
pictures of the actual items to print off. There is no 
“right” size, just make sure it is large enough for your 
child to grasp (consider their ability to pick items up 
in deciding what size to make the pictures). 

        Use American Sign Language (ASL). 
ASL can be a successful means of communicating 
with your nonverbal child.  They may be successful 
with their hands and this can give them a language 
they are fluent in.  If nothing else, learning even just 
a handful of signs can help them get basic needs 
met. For example, teaching words like more, open, 
want, yes/no, and me to name a few, is a great place 
to start. There is a great free site that I use myself at 
aslpro.com with videos for each word you want to 
sign. Check it out! 

        Gain your child’s attention first. 
Before communicating with your child, gain their at-
tention. It can be hard for them to make eye contact 
but put a sticker on your nose or point to your nose 
and ask them to look at your nose to help direct their 
attention.

3.

4.

5.

2.
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        Do not expect direct eye contact. 
Some children on the spectrum CAN make eye con-
tact, but many cannot comfortably do this. Temple 
Grandin explained that it is physically painful for her 
to look someone in the eyes. She also explained that 
it takes away from her resources needed to think, in 
order to solve a problem or answer a question. In my 
opinion it is more important to allow a child to use 
all resources necessary to think, rather than pull from 
those resources to make eye contact (which may 
very well be uncomfortable for them). 

        Give two choices, visually. 
You can present two choices using pictures cards 
and ask, “Do you want _____ or ____?” OR you can 
use your hands (which I do often) where you show 
one hand for one option and the other hand for the 
second option and have your child tap the desired 
hand to make their selection.

        Use a communication device or app. 
There are various communication devices and apps 
available these days. If you Google “communication 
apps for special needs” you will find lists of available, 
current apps.  Many have free “lite” versions so you 
can give it a trial before investing in the app.  If you 
prefer to go with another communication device, 
find out if your child is using any at school and/or 
if your child’s school team and/or private therapists 
can recommend a communication device and help 
you get that process started.

        Use your child’s obsession/interest. 
Many children have a favorite toy or obsession (e.g., 
trains). Use this to your advantage.  Get down on your 
child’s level (e.g., the floor) and interact in play with 
them using their favorite toy. This can lead to a lot of 

communication (even if they are trying to climb over 
you if you are in the way or protesting so that you 
leave them alone to play).  

         Use a combination of social stories 
and puppets to model communica-
tion and social interactions. 

You can create your own stories that show how to 
address particular social situations, but always pair 
the written story with pictures and act it out with 
puppets. Most of the children I work with absolutely 
LOVE the puppets and find them hilarious!  

I will end with one additional bonus tip: ALL behav-
ior is communication.  If you look at what your child 
is doing as a means of always trying to communicate 
with you, you will start to notice patterns and have a 
better idea of what your child’s behavior means. Of 
course not everything is communication, but much 
of it is! So treat it this way and you will be surprised 
by how often your child may actually already be 
communicating.

To you and your communicating child! 

Some children on the spectrum CAN make eye contact, but many 
cannot comfortably do this. Temple Grandin explained  

that it is physically painful for her to look someone in the eyes.  

6.

10.

7.

8.

9.

Hallie Bulkin, MA, CCC-SLP, is a wife, mother, daugh-
ter, business owner, pediatric speech-language pa-
thologist, blogger, foodie and advocate for children 
with special needs (with a passion for working with 
families living with autism). 

Hallie owns a speech language pathology, occupa-
tional and physical therapy practice, Little Sprout 
Speech, located in North Bethesda, Maryland. 

She also hosts her own blog,  LittleSproutSpeech.
com. You can find her hanging out on facebook @ 
http://fb.com/halliebulkinbiz or on twitter @halli-
ebulkin. She can also be reached at Clientcare@lit-
tlesproutspeech.com
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“Use your words.”  

H
ow often have we heard parents around 
the world use this phrase, or at least some-
thing like it?   And what do parents mean 
exactly when they say this to their chil-
dren?   I remember not quite understand-
ing the meaning of these words when I was 
in the pre-parenting phase of my life.  You 

know what I’m talking about…that time when we 
still know everything about parenting.   Now, with 
three kids under my belt, while I finally realize how 
little about parenting I actually know, I’ve come to 
understand the meaning of that particular phrase 
perfectly.  When parents use those words with their 
children, they are essentially saying this: “Communi-
cate with me!”  

We want our children to find their voice.  There is 
nothing more frustrating than watching your child 
grow more and more agitated, yet lack the under-
standing to make their needs known because they 
aren’t…what is it?  Using their words.

It’s a dilemma that every parent of a young child 
comes across at some point.   Children aren’t born 
with the automatic ability to properly process their 
emotions in correlation with their wants and needs, 
let alone understand how to translate them into 
words.  This is where parents come in.  We help them 
cope.  We help them communicate.  We help them 
feel heard. 

This process can be a challenge for even the most typ-
ically developing children and their parents.   Now, 
imagine what this process is like for a child with au-

How to Use PECS to Give  
Your Child with Autism  
the Voice He/She Needs
By Emily DAVIDSON
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tism.  Not only do autistic children struggle with un-
derstanding how to process and properly express 
their emotions, it can seem as though the entire 
world surrounding them is speaking a foreign lan-
guage and behaving in strange, foreign customs. 
Imagine being born into a world where even your 
parents, your sole caregivers, seem to have almost 
no comprehension when you try to express yourself.  

Our daughter, Lexi, was diagnosed with autism at the 
age of four. I vividly remember sitting on the kitchen 
floor with my little girl one night, holding her to my 
chest as we both sobbed our hearts out.   I had no 
idea what she wanted or what was wrong.  She had 
no idea how to tell me.  She didn’t talk.  She bare-
ly used sign language.   I remember thinking that I 
would do anything, give anything, just to be able to 
communicate with my daughter. No matter what I 
tried, it just seemed hopeless.

It was around that period of our lives that Lexi’s teach-
ers and speech therapists introduced our family to a 
new form of communication called PECS; or, what I now 
refer to as our family’s saving grace.  PECS (Picture Ex-
change Communication System) is a basic yet brilliant 
form of communication for nonverbal children.  The 
concept behind PECS is quite simple.  The child is in-
troduced to laminated pictures (or icons) of desired 
objects, typically only one or two icons to begin with, 
and shown that these pictures can be exchanged for 
the objects themselves. Eventually, with a LOT of work 
and consistency, many children consistently add to 
their vocabulary, and even move on to creating actual 
sentences with these cards. The most amazing thing 
about this particular form of communication is that it 
is completely universal. You don’t have to understand 
a different language, or have a degree in special edu-

cation.  The communication is purely through pictures, 
giving the individual the ability communicate with 
anyone they desire.

Now, don’t get me wrong; the change didn’t happen 
overnight.  Not even remotely. In fact, it was several 
years before we finally saw a significant improvements 
in how our daughter communicated with us, and vice 
versa. When I say that it took a LOT of work and consis-
tency I’m not exaggerating. Here’s the deal though: all 
of that work? All of those years? All of the frustration, 
and doubt, and wondering if the hard work we were 
putting in was actually making a difference? Worth it.  
One hundred percent, without a doubt, I would do it 
all again in a heartbeat…worth it.

My daughter is 11 years old now.  Back when she four, 
besides two generic words that she knew in sign lan-
guage, our day-to-day life was constant guesswork 
when it came to figuring out what she wanted from 
us. Now, six years later, our daughter carries around 
a book that contains over 30 different icons that she 
can pull out at a moment’s notice to show the world 
around her what she needs. And that’s one of the most 
amazing parts of all this.  She isn’t using PECS to com-
municate at school and home alone.  She’s using it 
out in the world.  When we go to a restaurant she can 
show the server that she’d rather have chicken nug-
gets instead of a hamburger, or applesauce instead of 
fries.  When she goes to camp this summer she will be 
able to communicate clearly with her counselor that 
she’d like to them to sing “Wheels On the Bus,” or that 
she is, indeed, excited about swimming in the lake. 
Our essentially nonverbal daughter can now express 
her decisions and desires on her own. She is clearly 
and purposefully communicating whatever, and with 
whomever, she wishes. For us, this is nothing short of 
miraculous.

A huge part of our daughter’s success is the amazing 
school which she attends called Woods Edge.  This fa-
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cility’s student body consists entirely of individuals with 
special needs. Not only does their curriculum revolve en-
tirely around the needs of students with varying disabili-
ties, their building is designed with the same goals. From 
accessibility to safety concerns, this school has all of the 
bases covered. Woods Edge is a center based school, 
which means that while it is physically located just out-
side of Kalamazoo, MI, it provides educational support 
for multiple surrounding counties. Instead of belonging 
to one particular school district, Lexi’s school is adminis-
trated by KRESA (Kalamazoo Regional Educational Ser-
vice Agency), which provides leadership and support for 
both teachers and students at Woods Edge. PECS is used 
widely throughout this educational facility, particularly 
in classrooms consisting of children with autism.

Foremost to thank for our daughter’s ability to commu-
nicate so successfully is her current teacher from Woods 
Edge, Maria Stedge. For the past three years, Maria has 
not only reinforced every facet of Lexi’s education with 
the use of PECS, she has encouraged and supported 
our family in using this particular communication sys-
tem at home as well. Words cannot describe the thank-
fulness I have for this amazing woman and educator, 
but I’ll sure try. Not only does the love she has for her 
students shine clearly, her desire and determination to 
see them succeed in life is palpable.  One thing is cer-
tain, our family would not be enjoying the life changing 
benefits of Lexi’s increased communication skills with-
out Maria’s skill and support.  Not only has Lexi’s ability 
to communicate changed for the best, our lives have 
changed for the best.

The amount of stress that radiated throughout every 
aspect of our family life before Lexi found the proper 
tool to “use her words” was overwhelming.  So much 
of our time and energy as parents was spent trying our 
best to understand what our little girl wanted. What she 
needed. Not only was it incredibly exhausting, it was 
unbelievably discouraging. Nothing can make you feel 
like a failure as a parent like the inability to meet all of 
your child’s needs. Sometimes Lexi’s frustration would 
come from something as simple as “Yes, I’m thirsty, but 
I don’t want water. I want milk.” The problem was that 
we had no way of knowing that.  She couldn’t use her 

words. She had no voice. Even now that very thought 
absolutely breaks my heart. Because of this amazing 
communication system, and the continual support and 
encouragement of a spectacular teacher, our daughter 
now has a voice. That fact alone is priceless.

My greatest hope is to spread awareness about the im-
portance of giving our nonverbal children a voice, and 
the amazing asset that PECS can be in helping to pro-
vide that voice. Many schools and teachers use PECS as 
an educational tool for nonverbal children.  Over the 
years, however, I have discovered that not all parents 
are aware of the fact that PECS are absolutely an option 
for everyday communication, not only at home but out 
in the world.  Imagine giving your nonverbal child the 
ability to communicate clearly with anyone they de-
sire. With anyone they need. I know that I’ve given my 
child a life skill that will help her for the rest of her days, 
whether I’m there to help her or not. As terrifying as the 
thought of not always being there for Lexi is, I have an 
amazing peace of mind in the fact that I’ve done all I 
can to give my daughter every opportunity I can to suc-
ceed. I’ve given her what she really needs: a voice. 

I sat down with Maria, my daughter’s teacher, and asked 
her what advice she would give to all of the parents out 
there with nonverbal children. Her simple answer?  “Try. 
Children need a voice. You won’t know until you try.” 

Every child is different. Do I think that PECS are the sin-
gular answer when it comes to providing a voice for 
nonverbal children? Of course not. I do, however, think 
that they are a phenomenal answer for many nonver-
bal children. My humble yet experienced advice?  Try.  
My guess is that, given time and hard work, you will not 
be disappointed. Give your child the best gift you pos-
sibly can. Give them a voice.
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My greatest hope is to spread awareness about the importance of 
giving our nonverbal children a voice, and the amazing asset that 

PECS can be in helping to provide that voice. 

Emily Davidson is married and 
the mother of three children, re-
siding in Kalamazoo, MI. She is 
a classically trained pianist by 
trade. Her oldest child, Alexis, 

has multiple diagnoses which include Down Syn-
drome, West Syndrome, and Autism.
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M
ost dentists advise brushing your 
child’s teeth from the appearance of 
their first tooth but some children will 
take longer to adapt to a dental care 
routine than others. If you are working 
towards a regular dental care routine, 
it will probably take a while — and this 

is fine.

Brushing your autistic child’s teeth
Your child may find the sensation of tooth brushing 
alien and very unpleasant. If they are struggling in 
the atmosphere of the bathroom, why not try mov-
ing to a more comfortable atmosphere, such as your 
living room?

If you’re initially unable to use a toothbrush, there are 
other alternatives that you can start with, just to get 
your child used to the process. As well as the standard 
toothbrush, you can try baby-friendly brushes or a 
washcloth to start. These aren’t ideal, as bristles are 
best from a dental perspective, but are a good start-
ing point. Many also children prefer fruit-flavored 
toothpaste to mint — just make sure that whichever 
toothpaste you use has a suitable level of fluoride to 
protect their teeth.

When you move on to a toothbrush, you should accli-
matize them slowly, getting them used to each stage 
of the tooth-brushing process. You can prepare for 
this by discussing tooth-brushing beforehand and 

putting it into their daily planner. Make sure that 
their toothbrush is soft-bristled and the right size for 
their mouth; there are several autism-friendly tooth-
brushes available. Your child may be happier if they 
are allowed to come shopping with you and choose 
a toothbrush themselves. It can be a good idea to 
buy two so that a broken or missing toothbrush can 
be replaced without fuss.

Expert Advice on Caring for 
Your ASD Child’s Teeth for Life
By Dr Raj WADHWANI, BDS, LDSRCS(ENG), DGDPRCS(ENG), MFDSRCS(ENG),  
MClinDent (Prosth), MSc (Imp)

We all know that dental health is important, but it can present extra challenges to 
children with autism.

Taking care of your children’s teeth is an important aspect of their overall health and 
can prevent more serious problems from developing later on. 
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A lot of children learn well by example — if you let 
them watch you brush your teeth they have more of 
an idea of what they need to do. Try using a visual 
aid, such as an egg timer, to show your child how 
long is left once they have started. And don’t forget 
to praise and reward them along the way.

Electric toothbrushes, once your child is more used 
to brushing their teeth, can make the task a lot easier 
as they often have inbuilt timers and require far less 
manual action. Some children prefer the look and 
feel of an electric toothbrush while others will not. 
Don’t despair if you have to cycle through a number 
of different options before you find something that 
your child is comfortable with. If they adapt to us-
ing an electric toothbrush, make sure that you keep 
it fully charged as a toothbrush with low battery will 
feel and sound different.

Reasons your child may struggle with 
the dentist
Your child will need to visit the dentist regularly, es-
pecially if they are prone to fits or bruxism (tooth 
grinding), both of which can damage their teeth. 
Dental visits can be a distressing experience, espe-
cially if your child is more sensitive to new sensations 
like the sound of the dental drill or the feeling of a 
gloved hand in your mouth. Luckily there are ways 
you can prepare your child — and your dentist — 
to make sure their treatment is as calm and prob-
lem-free as possible.

Ways you can prepare your autistic child 
for the dentist
One of the best things that you can do is make sure 
that your dentist and your child are both fully pre-
pared for the experience.

A key element is finding the right dentist. Does your 
dentist have prior experience treating patients with 
autism? No two children are the same, so a dentist who 
may have treated one case isn’t necessarily prepared 
for another, but experience is always helpful. If they 
have no experience, would you be more comfortable 
with someone who does? Is there a paediatric anaes-
thetist on staff who is experienced with sedation if 
you feel that this may be needed? There is a range of 
options for people who find the dentist’s distressing, 
including conscious sedation. Don’t be afraid to find 
another dentist if the first one you visit isn’t suitable.

If your dentist has treated patients with autism in the 
past, would you find it useful to write a short letter 
outlining your child’s specific needs? They may be 
able to make adjustments to the examination room 
ahead of time to help make them more comfort-
able. They will also need to know about any other 
conditions they have, such as epilepsy, any allergies 
or chemical sensitivities and any medication they 
might be taking.

Although some parents will prefer to not inform their 
child of their visit until they reach the surgery, it is of-
ten best to let your child fully prepare for their visit 
— mark it on the calendar. Let them know why they 
are there and how long the appointment will take.

One resource that is widely available are visual 
guides — social stories — written specifically for au-
tistic children which give a clear outline of what they 
can expect to happen with their dentist. It might also 
be worth playing through the dentist situation at 
home. Try using some of the standard dental equip-
ment (such as a torch and dental mirror) to get them 
to practice opening wide. If they are likely to need 
x-rays, see if you can get some bite wings from your 
dentist ahead of time to practice biting down on — 
this is well worth doing as they are potentially quite 
an alarming feeling, especially for children with a 
strong gag reflex.

If you can, take your child to visit the dentist before 
their appointment, allowing them to become familiar 
with their surroundings and the equipment that the 
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dentist uses. Ideally, you should be able to schedule 
a few mini no-pressure appointments to allow them 
to acclimatize. Let them sit in the dentist chair and 
see the equipment and over a few sessions work up 
to the basics, such as counting their teeth.

When it comes to booking their appointment, try and 
schedule it for the morning, or the time of day your child 
is at their best. An early morning slot stops the dentist 
from running late and seeing you later than expected.

Different ways dentists can  
accommodate you
Dentists will usually be happy to book a double slot 
for any patient with special requirements.  If your 
child has a sibling who has no problem with the den-
tist, bring them along and have the dentist perform 
an exam on them first so, much like brushing their 
teeth, they know what is going to happen.

Do they have any comforters and distractors that 
work well for them? Using noise-cancelling head-
phones will block out some of the sounds in the 
waiting room and may be useful during treatment.

See if you can download a visual schedule from the 
Internet for you both to look at — you can laminate it 
and check off each step as it occurs. Ask your dentist 
to clearly explain each step before they do it, as well 
as how long it could potentially take — e.g. “Now I’m 
going to put a small mirror into your mouth to look 
at your teeth. It will take around two minutes.” They 
should speak in a calm and soothing voice and give 
instructions rather than asking questions.

Some children may find dental equipment fright-
ening or fascinating; give them time to get used to 
the look, smell and sound of them. They might have 
trouble with is the tastes and smells — are you able 
to bring toothpaste and mouthwash from home 
rather than using an unfamiliar kind?

If you have decided that sedation is necessary, you 
should discuss this with your dentist and a medical 
professional well ahead of time to make sure that 
this is the right choice medically. If they require in-
jections or drilling, these may be particularly painful 
to more sensitive children.

If your child has trouble communicating, agree on some 
signals to stop the procedure. Make sure the dentist is 
aware of them. If your child doesn’t like to be touched, 

make sure your dentist is aware and can minimize con-
tact while giving them plenty of warning.

There are several different factors that might help 
your child to relax more during their visit, depend-
ing on their needs. It can often help to dim the bright 
lights present in the room, and many surgeries pro-
vide sunglasses. They will also be happy to turn off the 
radio or any background music if this is something 
your child finds distressing. You can also request that 
they turn on the instruments before putting them in 
your child’s mouth so they are aware of what is going 
on. Many children will dislike the feeling of the den-
tist’s chair moving under them, so ask if they can lay 
the chair back before your child sits on it.

The most important thing is not to give up! Your child 
may need several sessions to complete a full dental 
exam but any good dentist will be sympathetic to this.

With all forms of dental care, you will most likely need 
patience and resilience to establish a good dental 
hygiene routine and a good relationship with your 
dentist. It will take time but the rewards -- better hy-
giene, reduced risk of dental problems and decay, 
not to mention the other benefits of good dental 
health -- are worth it in the long run.
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A
s I take my daughter to autism-friendly 
events I feel society tends to shelter our 
children from being exposed to the world 
outside of autism-only events. Even so, it’s 
becoming harder for a parent to attend 
those events and shows and festivals be-
cause of fear of how society judges them. 

Living with a child who has autism sometimes we 
live in fear, we tend to hide and play it safe by tak-
ing them to only autism-friendly events because 
it’s great for the parent not to be criticize or judge 
by people who don’t understand. However, are we 
subjected to only taking our precious ones to events 
that are only with their peers? I’m guilty of doing so, 
but as I learned it is not us who needs to be worried 
or afraid of how our little angel behaves during an 
outing. I believe society has tried to force their need 
to separate us from others so our extremely brilliant 
and extra special children will be more comfortable 
with others that has autism. But aren’t we doing more 
harm than good? I realize as more and more the out-
standing amount of children with autism is growing, 
and we should not let society keep us in fear but ac-
cept us for our unique qualities. That’s why I decided 
to conduct my own experiment to see if at all there is 
a difference in seeking only autism-friendly activities 
to oppose of any event given.

I have been there — I was that parent who took her 
beautiful six-year-old Sophia to a live event that was 
not autism-friendly. Yes, she wanted to stand then 
sit, also grind her teeth and cover her ears from the 
loud music from the orchestra. I got looks from other 

parents later when she was dancing and being her-
self — sometimes she yelled and parents and chil-
dren looked. I did feel the fear building.  Usually I’m 
ready to grab our belongings and bolt out the door, 
but I didn’t.  We stuck it out and soon Sophia put her 
hands down — parents became more understand-
ing.  After that I started to take her to more places. 

EMBRACE THE FEAR 
How to Seek More than  
Autism-Friendly Events

By Priscilla VEGA VARGAS

New York City is one of many great places to raise a child, especially a child with 
autism. There are so many learning activities, events, shows and festivals for children 
of all ages and needs. 

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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Movies on a weekend! And ice skating, swimming 
lessons, piano lessons and ballet. She even went to 
the Gazillion Bubble Show and was called to go on 
stage.  Sophia was so excited and she was her funny 
self and everyone loved her!  At first we must under-
stand it’s different for them and for us — they will 
be out of her element, but little by little people and 
children won’t care and soon the fear will be gone. 

Sophia has attended some autism-friendly events 
— it was great no judgment was given nor pressure; 
parents could relate to one another. But it was so 
hard to get Sophia into some programs.  First, I took 
her to an autism-friendly movie; it was great, but do 
I really want to be limited to only a 10am showing 
once a month? That goes for swimming lessons — 
there was a waiting list TWO YEARS out! I tried to 
get Broadway shows tickets but was sold out for the 
event. Don’t get me wrong, there were other outings 
but not so much for autism-friendly families.  Why 
should we wait till a certain day or time for our lit-
tle ones to experience the wonders of our wonderful 
world and Arts and culture? 

So should we limit our children to only autism-friend-
ly events and activities or should be take our children 
to any time, any day function? I think we should en-
gage in other activities be with other parents, kids 
that are autistic and others that are not. Parents, em-
brace your fears of diversity and see how your child 

performs. I feel just limiting a child it creates more 
harm than good. Because we must remember as 
they get older they are more prone to other events 
and activities that we are not there to shield them 
from, and if they don’t learn to be with other peers 
now how would they react later on in life? I feel as 
they are young we should act now in letting them 
experience both when it’s available as well as other 
events. Trust me, they will amaze you. Eleanor Roos-
evelt once said “You gain strength courage and con-
fidence by every experience in which you really stop 
to look fear in the face.”

Priscilla Vega Vargas lives in New 
York.  Priscilla is married and 
they have a beautiful six-year-
old daughter named Sophia.  
Priscilla been working for New 
York Presbyterian Hospital for 

Rehabilitation Sports Medicine. Once Sophia was 
diagnosed with PDD she became passionate about 
autism. She is focusing on her degree in child ABA 
in Psychology at Kaplan University. Gaining a lot of 
research Priscilla wants to  become an enthusiastic 
Parent Advocate. Priscilla been spending a lot of time  
setting up her own blog called sophievoice, so not 
only she can help  people in New York but from all 
over. She also into having her own you tube channel 
to help parent with autism.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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D
o you have a story to share? Perhaps you have in-
formation that would be helpful to other parents 
with ASD kids and want to share the info. Why not 
share your story/info with us? Autism Parenting 
Magazine wants parents and caregivers to unite 

to help each other. Our writing guidelines are simple.

Ideally, the topic needs to be relevant to the magazine. 
Any topic that is related to parenting a child with au-
tism or being a person on the spectrum that is parent-
ing would be a relevant topic. Released on a monthly 
basis, the magazine features the latest news, tips and 
advice for parents of children with autism. With helpful 
advice that covers subjects like: behavioral tips, sensory 
processing issues, mitigating meltdowns, special edu-
cation needs and getting access to services, we are con-
fident that the magazine will become a must read for 
parents of autistic children.

We do ask that you submit a topic, title or idea of the ar-
ticle to make sure that someone hasn’t already covered 
the same thing by emailing the editor. You may use a 
blog post that you have posted on your blog already.

THE ARTICLE SHOULD BE A MINIMUM OF 300 WORDS. 
FONT DOES NOT MATTER. WE DO ASK THAT IF YOU 
USE SOURCES TO PLEASE SITE YOUR SOURCES AT THE 
END OF YOUR ARTICLE TO AVOID PLAGIARISM.

At the end of your article please include a few sentences 
about yourself and your writing or autism related back-
ground with links to your site or products.

Please note that we cannot post your article with-
out a small bio. So please do not forget to send a few 
sentences about yourself with your article.

If you have something interesting or informative to 
share please email
editor@autismparentingmagazine.com.

CONTRIBUTE

Autism Parenting 
Magazine

mailto:editor%40autismparentingmagazine.com?subject=


WHAT'S NEW ON THE BOOKSHELF?

W
ith the upcoming release When Kids 
Fly: Solutions for Children with Sen-
sory Integration Challenges, Sally Fry-
er Dietz has assembled her unprece-
dented knowledge from over thirty 
years as a physical and sensory inte-
gration therapist into a guidebook to 

help parents teach their sensory challenged chil-
dren to thrive.

With an easy conversational style, in which the au-
thor candidly discusses her own journey involving 
sensory integration challenges with her own son, 
When Kids Fly takes the fear and anxiety out of par-
enting these interesting and special children. The 
book explains what red flags to look for, how to ad-
dress individual issues in rational and practical ways, 
as well as providing information on effective treat-
ment options.

Observing challenges in child development can be 
difficult and frightening and until now, there has not 
been such a reliable and easy to understand source 
of comprehensive knowledge. When Kids Fly con-
tains the newest most innovative approaches to 
treating children with sensory integration challeng-

es. It is a must-have for parents and teachers who 
nurture these children.

NEW BOOK HELPS KIDS 
with Sensory  
Integration  
Challenges
(2015) Parents of children with 
sensory integration challenges 
will finally have access to a clear 
and concise treatment resource 
straight from an industry leading 
professional.

Sally Fryer Dietz, Founder and Director of Inte-
grative Pediatric Therapy in Dallas Texas, is a phys-
ical therapist, developmental specialist, sensory 
integration expert, child advocate, and mother. As 
a leading authority in therapeutic pediatrics and 
the mother of two boys who learned in entirely 
different ways, she has helped thousands of chil-
dren live healthier, happier lives. She has taught 
internationally and has received worldwide me-
dia attention for her innovative therapy methods 
she brings to life in When Kids Fly. Born in Berkley 
California, Sally lives in Dallas Texas, with her hus-
band Mark Dietz.

For more information:

http://www.whenkidsfly.com
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Reach Out
We encourage you to send in your questions, comments, suggestions and 
concerns to questions@autismparentingmagazine.com. We will do our 
best to find you answers, resources, and improve the magazine to help 
all families with children on the autism spectrum. Please note that we 
may post your questions and edit them if needed.  Please include a phone 
number in case we need clarification.  We thank you for reaching out to 
us.  We will do our best to provide helpful resources and the most current 
information.

Q&A
HELP: My Child with Autism Won’t Give Up  
a Baby Bottle 
By Angelina M, MS, BCBA, LMFT

  My six-year-old son has autism and refuses to drink from anything other than his bottle. He has tried  
a sippy cup a few times but just won’t give up the bottle. What can I do?

 -Julie
QQ

A Hi Julie,

Inflexibility and difficulty with change is SO 
common in kids with autism. They like things 
the way they’re used to them and shifting 
anything about their routine can throw ev-
erything into disarray! I have faced this issue 
with many clients. Whether it’s going from a 
bottle to a sippy cup, a sippy cup to a straw, 
a straw to an open cup, or even from one fa-
vorite cup to a variety of cups, change is hard! 
Here are some ways you can promote drink-
ing from a sippy cup or a regular cup:

1.    Put your child’s favorite drink into the 
sippy cup and put a non-preferred drink 
in the bottle. 

   For your son this may look like putting 
milk into the cup and water or a bitter 

juice into the bottle. Doing this will help pair 
the new cup with an old, familiar favorite. At 
the same time, it will make his bottle less ap-
pealing to him.  This technique helps make 
the sippy cup more interesting and attractive 
while making the bottle less enticing. 

2.  Reward drinking from the new cup.

Just like teaching any other new skill you can 
reward your son for using his cup by giving a 
treat, affection, praise, toy, or whatever it may 
be that motivates him.  Start with a small ex-
pectation like just putting his lips to the cup. 
If he doesn’t actually drink, that’s okay, reward 
him anyways. Immediately give him whatev-
er it is you’ve decided on. Once he’s okay with 
that you can make it a little harder such as try-
ing to take at least five sips. Again, if he doesn’t 
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Angelina M. works as a Board 
Certified Behavior Analyst, spe-
cializing in assessing and treat-
ing children and adolescents 
with autism, down-syndrome, 
and other developmental de-
lays. She began her career in Ap-
plied Behavior Analysis in 2006, 
following her youngest broth-

er’s autism diagnosis, and has since worked with 
dozens of children and families. She also writes a 
blog about her experiences as both a profession-
al and a big sister. Her brother, Dylan, remains her 
most powerful inspiration for helping others who 
face similar challenges.  

Learn more about Angelina and her blog, The 
Autism Onion, at www.theautismonion.com or  
www.facebook.com/theautismonion

actually drink, that’s OK. Reward him anyways. 
Eventually the goal would be to get him to take 
a real sip and earn a mega, massive, huge re-
ward from you. Maybe it’s his favorite candy. 
Maybe it’s the iPhone. Whatever the reward, 
make it something special that he doesn’t get 
regularly and give it to him right away. 

3.  Get rid of all the bottles.

You may not like this idea, but hear me out. As 
long as bottles are an option for him he will 
likely never choose a cup. Think about it: why 
would he out-of-the-blue choose a cup when 
all his life bottles have worked just fine? He 
is not going to suddenly change his mind. By 
just taking the bottles away as an option you 
are giving him no other choice but to learn the 
cup. It may be hard at first, and there may be a 
few days of tears and meltdowns, but I promise 
you he will eventually learn to just use the cup. 

To help this transition go smoother you can also 
choose cups that are his favorite color or have his 
favorite characters on them. You can also try giving 
him the choice between several cups so that he can 

share some control over the situation. By offering 
him 2 or 3 cups and letting him pick which one to 
use he may be more likely to use it. 

I hope these help and wish you the best of luck!
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T
his isn’t news and it’s why parents hear 
about the benefits of a child wearing a 
tight vest, playing squishy games and why 
Temple Grandin invented the Squeeze Ma-
chine. What I’ve learned is that another way 
to stimulate and satisfy the proprioceptive 
system is jumping.

I bring ropes to jump over and a stool to jump down 
from and whatever novel thing I can find, like foam 
noodles and ladders, to bring jumping to the class-
room.  All the kids love it but I do it because I want 
the child with autism to join right in — and they do!

I want parents to have this awareness and know this 
trick but I know most parents don’t have rope and 
stools or foam noodles...but they do have a broom.

Hence, here is the broomstick game.  Let your child 
jump but with finesse. 

Jumping on one foot stimulates the balance, the ves-
tibular system. So does jumping with a twirl. Jump-
ing backward and sideways increases coordination 
and body awareness.

Use this game and all its variations or make up your 
own.  Jumping matters and so does playing with 
your child. The Broomstick game does both!  

THE BROOMSTICK GAME:  
A Simple Way to Stimulate  

Your Child’s  
Proprioceptive System

By Barbara SHER, MA, OTR

Working as a pediatric occupational therapist for 45 years and almost exclusively with 
children on the spectrum for the last 20 years, I’ve learned an important fact: children 
on the spectrum like deep touch. 

AUTISM SOLUTIONS
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“Want to play the Broomstick Game?”  
This is a good way to begin this game with kids because no one  

has any idea what the broomstick game is.  Even reluctant players 
will be curious. 

The Broomstick Game
“Want to play the Broomstick Game?” 

This is a good way to begin this game with kids 
because no one has any idea what the broomstick 
game is.  Even reluctant players will be curious. But 
you know that you are about to introduce a game 
that will delight kids, especially those on the spec-
trum that like jumping and others proprioceptive 
and vestibular skills.

You start the game by laying the broomstick on the 
ground and saying:

I’m challenging you. Can you jump over that?

They will probably do it very easily and laugh at your 
challenge but after awhile, you up the ante:

Can you jump over it backwards?

Can you jump over it on one foot?

�Can you jump over standing on the other 
foot?

What about jumping over it sideways?

�Can you jump sideways, facing the other 
way? 

Backward on one foot?

Jump over it and twirl?

Once your player has accomplished all those move-
ments — or tried for some approximation of some of 
these movements (and trying counts for a lot), you 
can challenge them even more. 

�Raise the broomstick up a smidgen and ask 
them to jump over this new height.  You 
want it high enough to jump over and low 
enough so they don’t trip. 

�Add any of the variations or let your child or 
children make-up new ones. Then, you have 
to do what that player says and they hold 
the broom! (kids love that)

�If you are playing with more than one child, 
make a rule that everyone has to start from 
the left or right side of the broom, not both.  
They’ll soon learn why. Two bodies going in 
the opposite directions will collide!

�Change the game, when it’s time, and hold the 
broomstick up high. Challenge your child to 
go under it WITHOUT any body part touching 
any part of the broom. I pretend the broom-
stick is hot and sizzles when I touch it — zzzzzz. 

Heh Heh. Because as the game goes on, the broom-
stick keeps getting lower and lower and lower until 
it’s belly-slide with-the-tushie-tucked time!

If you joined in the jumping game above, uh...you 
might want to beg off doing this one.  But, I bet the 
next time you say, “Anyone want to play the Broom-
stick Game?” you’ll get some immediate takers!

Want more game ideas with ordinary things? 

AUTISM SOLUTIONS

Go to amazon.com/author/barbarasher-gamesla-
dy  for more children’s games and check out the 
newest book: Everyday Games for Sensory Process-
ing Disorder: 100 Playful Activities To Empower Chil-
dren With Sensory Differences.

Barbara Sher is the author of 11 books and one 
CD  on children’s games.  For details or to hear her 
podcasts, go to www.gameslady.com.
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Culture Specific Parenting Style

C
ontemporary research suggests that pos-
itive parenting styles are linked to benefi-
cial outcomes for children with develop-
mental disabilities whereby such children 
exhibit greater levels of independence, ad-
vanced language skills and more instances 
of mutual socially interactive episodes with 

adults and peers. Positive parenting styles are often 
characterized by disciplined conformity and accep-
tance of children’s individuality or specialty (Dyches, 
Smith, Korth, Roper & Mandleco, 2012). Parents re-
sorting to such a style might be seen as using posi-
tive affirmation rather than criticism, exhibiting un-
derstanding of the child’s need and making frequent 
eye contacts. But what about children who are diag-
nosed with autism? More so, what about girls who 
are diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders? A 
simple web search might give way to articles flooded 
with advice for parents. Do these suggestions always 
work well for families from all cultural backgrounds 

where there might be different expectations from 
both the genders? 

Psychiatric practices or parental advice are often not 
representative of cultural differences. It is worthwhile 
to point out that clinical practices are least representa-

AUTISM NEWS

New Research Reveals  
Positive Parenting Linked  

to Interesting Results
By Neha KHETRAPAL, B.A. (Hons), M.A., PhD

Positive parenting is linked to favorable outcomes for both typically developing 
children and children with special needs.

The core of ‘Positive parenting’ is culture neutral but some of the features are likely 
to differ across cultures. One should learn from the culture specific positive aspects.

Fathers should take note of their styles specifically in cultures where there are 
significant gender expectations. 
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The girls often presented with better emotional responsiveness  
as compared to the boys who showed frequent anger outbursts.

tive of people who reside in ‘hard to penetrate’ villages 
or other remote areas. What can we learn from the pa-
rental styles emanating from such regions specifically 
when gender prescribed roles differ? Do families liv-
ing in these areas show characteristics of positive par-
enting? Coming back to the vastly reported ‘western’ 
literature on autism where males are diagnosed at a 
greater rate than females (Elsabbagh et al., 2012), the 
expression of symptoms differ across the sexes. The 
reasons for the differences in diagnosis are not well 
settled but some research studies claim that females 
are usually diagnosed when they show severe cogni-
tive impairments (Wing, 1981), or social/communica-
tive functioning (Crick & Zahn-Waxler, 2003; Banach 
et al., 2009) even though the core symptoms of the 
disorder are not expected to differ based on gender 
(Rivet & Matson, 2011). It is hypothesized that paren-
tal expectations could either lead to an earlier diagno-
sis for girls (Holtmann, Bölte & Poustka, 2007) or even 
masking of symptoms in some cases given higher ex-
pectations for socially acceptable behaviors. At any 
rate it seems that diagnosis of autism in females may 
either be missed or even delayed (Mandy et al., 2012). 
More generally, the diagnosis and the expression of 
symptoms interact. 

My own experience (2011-2015) with some of the 
families (n = 10; where 6 families had girls), residing 
in the villages of the state of Uttar Pradesh (North-
ern India), which approached me to seek help by 
the virtue of the fact that each of them had a child 
with developmental conditions, has convinced me 
that the nature of socialization gives rise to different 
overt symptoms in both the sexes. The girls often 
presented with better emotional responsiveness as 
compared to the boys who showed frequent anger 
outbursts. In addition, the girls showed poorer eye 
contact and more social aloofness except for the 
ability to be able to interact more frequently with 
parents and extended family members either verbal-
ly or non-verbally. They also had better developed 
language abilities as compared to the boys. All chil-
dren were at least more than 10 years of age based 

on an approximate calculation given by the parents. 
All families could be classified as lower middle class 
groups. A concentrated examination of Parent Child 
Past Emotion Talk1 showed that mothers of girls had 
more interpersonal situations where the emotional 
episode that the child experienced was most likely 
caused by an internal event, for instance, occurrence 
of temper tantrums for engaging in daily events. 
Importantly, it was the mother that participated in 
these discussions more often than the fathers if the 
child in question was a girl. Negative events or situ-
ation where the child indulged in non-socially sanc-
tioned emotional episodes were often brought up 
by the mothers in an authoritative tone where they 
made it clear that such behaviors were not accept-
able specially for girls. If the child was unable to un-
derstand the directions clearly the mothers made use 
of more physical/bodily actions to depict the accept-
able behaviors like nodding, and head gestures with 
minimal eye contact. On the other hand, the fathers 
participated more if the child in question was a boy. 
The fathers focused more on intrapersonal themes 
or apparent situations where the emotional episode 
that the child experienced was most likely caused 
by an outside event, for instance, a same aged peer 
snatching a ball from the child. In such scenarios, the 
fathers showed approval of ‘adult-like’ behaviors if 
the boys engaged in negative events (e.g. engaged 
in physical fights or even verbal abuses).

Therefore, it seems to be the case that ‘Positive Par-
enting Style’ is effective and leads to favorable out-
comes for children on the spectrum across all cul-
tures but what varies are the specific characteristics 
of the positive parenting approach that may be more 
critically tied to idiosyncrasies of cultures where 
these idiosyncrasies arise from differences in gender 
expectations. At a more detailed level, the mothers 
practice a more balanced style as compared to the 
fathers which works in favor of the girls on the spec-
trum. Two features here deserve a special mention 

1   Discussions of past emotional events between parents and 
children

AUTISM NEWS
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namely, first the use of bodily actions in these real 
world scenarios. These actions could be understood 
as an extension of the use of picture cards that ther-
apists deploy in clinical settings. It seems plausible 
that including real world examples from a child’s past 
personal experience works well. A child encounter-
ing simple pictures of facial pictures or bodily pos-
tures in the clinical settings may find it hard to gen-

AUTISM NEWS

Neha Khetrapal is a Psychology (Honors) graduate 
from University of Delhi (Lady Shri Ram College) and 
a Master’s degree holder in Cognitive Science from 
University of Allahabad. She finally finished her PhD 
program in 2015 at the Department of Linguistics, 
Macquarie University, Australia and was supported 
by the International Post Graduate Research Schol-
arship (IPRS) for the tenure. She is interested in var-
ious aspects of child language development, social 
and cognitive psychology. Her experience includes 
administration of standardized neuropsycholog-
ical tests, behavioral experiments and EEG/ERP. In 
addition, she has also worked with children on the 
autism spectrum and ADHD in therapeutic settings. 
She has been awarded various research and profes-
sional development grants and has served as an ad 
hoc reviewer for prestigious journals like Psycholo-
gy of Music, Australian Psychologist, and Frontiers 
in Cognition etc. Currently she a research scientist 
at the Institute of High Performance Computing, 
A*Star, Singapore.

Neha is a Psychology (Honors) graduate from Uni-
versity of Delhi (Lady Shri Ram College) and a Mas-
ter’s degree holder in Cognitive Science from Uni-
versity of Allahabad. She finally finished her PhD 
program in 2015 at the Department of Linguistics, 
Macquarie University, Australia and was supported 
by the International Post Graduate Research Schol-
arship (IPRS) for the tenure. She is interested in var-
ious aspects of child language development, social 
and cognitive psychology. Her experience includes 
administration of standardized neuropsycholog-
ical tests, behavioral experiments and EEG/ERP. In 
addition, she has also worked with children on the 
autism spectrum and ADHD in therapeutic settings. 
She has been awarded various research and profes-
sional development grants and has served as an ad 
hoc reviewer for prestigious journals like Psycholo-
gy of Music, Australian Psychologist, and Frontiers 
in Cognition etc.
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eralize such learning to the real world. Second, the 
mothers exquisitely blend disciplined conformity 
and acceptance of their daughter’s specialty. If fea-
tures of positive parenting are still debated (Russell 
& Russell, 1996), the debate should now be broad-
ened to include perspectives from different cultures 
and to prescribe a more engaging role for the fathers 
despite the gender of their child(ren). 
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W
elcome to Social Skills Corner.  We have 
been working with families for many 
years.  Parents frequently express con-
cerns about their children not having 
friends or not knowing how to interact 
with other people either individually 
or in groups.  We want you to be able 

to help your child to make friends and improve social 
interactions and for that reason we have developed 
this column. Each month we will be addressing a dif-

ferent topic related to social skills along with some 
tips to help your child be successful in that area.  
Since this is our first month, we will  begin by helping 
you learn more about social skills and by introducing 
some of the topics we will be covering in future col-
umns.

 Social skills include many different behaviors.  
When you think about social skills, what proba-
bly comes to mind is the ability to make conver-
sation with other people and have friends.  Al-

The Social Skills Corner

5 THINGS You Need  
to Know About Social Skills
By Jamie E. CARTER, Ph.D.  
and Ahna I. O’SHAUGHNESSY, M.A.  

1.
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though those are important parts of social skills,  
there are many skills needed to make social in-
teractions go smoothly.  One skill you may want 
to address with your child is managing emotions 
appropriately.   For example, your child may know 
how to play a game with a peer but when your 
child loses he may yell, curse, or cry  in reaction 
to losing.  Or, your child may have difficulty ac-
cepting compliments.  While this may not seem 
like a significant skill to learn, it can impact your 
child’s interactions with others.  For instance, in 
a job setting if a supervisor compliments your 
child and she walks away or looks down, the su-
pervisor may not be as likely to compliment your 
child in the future.  Another  skill you may wish to 
address with your child is participating in group 
activities.  This may be difficult for your child if he 
cannot wait his turn or is anxious about having 
other people in close proximity.

 Social skills can be taught in many ways.   You 
may have heard about “social skills training” 
but may not be sure what this means.  There 
are many ways to help your child acquire or im-
prove social skills. These include role playing, 
watching videos,  reading books, writing a so-
cial storytm for your child,  or  video recording 
your child on a phone and playing it back for 
her.  We will provide more details about how 
to use these techniques in future columns. 

 The type of social skills you will work on with 
your child will change as your child grows older.  
For very young children, your focus may be play-
ing with other children. While your child may be 
learning this in an early intervention program;  
we will have suggestions on what you can do at 
home to help teach this and other skills.  School 
age children may need to work on taking turns 
or following directions.  In the teenage years, is-
sues such as dating and sexuality may become 
a focus.  For young adults, skills involved in tran-
sitioning to independent living such as getting 
along with roommates or coworkers become 
important.  For all ages, issues such as bullying 
and peer pressure may be a concern.   

 Children with autism spectrum disorder have 
certain characteristics that may make social in-
teractions more difficult.  For instance, your child 

may want to follow a rigid routine  which works 
for him but interferes with interpersonal relation-
ships.  You may need to help him become more 
flexible and less anxious when his  routine can-
not be followed.  They may engage in concrete 
or literal  thinking and need help learning  about  
expressions people use in conversation.  For in-
stance, one child we worked with looked out the 
window to see “cats and dogs” when it was rain-
ing.  They may be fixated on a specific topic and 
have difficulty engaging in conversation regard-
ing other topics.  Your child may have difficulty 
seeing a situation from another person’s point of 
view and then have difficulty understanding the 
actions or reactions of other people.

 Children with autism spectrum disorder fre-
quently have sensory issues which affect social 
skills.  Your approach to working on social skills 
will need to take these sensory issues into ac-
count.  For example, if your child is sensitive to 
loud noises or bright lights, this may affect his/
her ability to participate in social activities in 
certain settings.  We will be giving you tips to 
help your child so that your family can partici-
pate in events such as 4th of July fireworks.   

2.

3.

4.

5.

The Social Skills Corner

Jamie E. Carter, Ph.D.  and Ahna I. O’Shaughnessy, 
M.A.  are the authors of  PREP for Social Success:  A 
Guide for Parents of Children with Autism which is 
an easy to understand four step program to help 
your child with social skills and emotion manage-
ment.    It is available exclusively through Amazon 
Kindle at  http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/
B00WQANRI4.  Dr. Carter is a clinical psychologist 
with many years of experience in performing as-
sessments for children and adults and providing 
psychotherapy and consultations.     Ms. O’Shaugh-
nessy is a psychology associate providing behav-
ioral services to various agencies and schools who 
serve adults and children with autism and other 
neurodevelopmental disorders in the Greater D.C. 
and Baltimore areas.   She also teaches classes to 
staff and parents in the areas of behavior theory 
and social skills techniques.   Your can follow them 
on twitter @Prep4SocSuccess and on Facebook at  
https://www.facebook.com/PREPforSocialSuccess.  
They can be reached via email at prepforsocialsuc-
cess@gmail.com.
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L
uckily however, there is a treatment that has 
been shown time and time again to improve 
the quality of life for children with autism and 
his/her family.  The treatment I am referring 
to is one that is based on Applied Behavior 
Analysis (ABA).  A well-designed treatment 
that is based on ABA would assess a child 

with autism to find out his/her unique strengths and 
areas of need.  A program would build upon those 

strengths and teach the skills that he/she may need 
to learn.  The ultimate goal is to improve quality of life 
with an emphasis on socially significant skills.  Things 
like social skills, life skills, communication skills and 
other skills that would make it easier for him/her to 
navigate the real world.  All of this programming 
is designed using cutting edge research, includes 
tracking systems to monitor how the student is do-
ing, and is implemented by well-trained therapists.  

HIGH QUALITY ABA TREATMENT:  
What Every Parent Needs to Know

By Sarah KUPFERSCHMIDT, MA, BCBA

APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

Dr. Stephen Shore once said “If you’ve met one person with autism, you’ve met one 
person with autism.”  As many of you know, the Centre for Disease Control and Pre-
vention reports that there are now 1 in 68 children living with autism in the United 
States.  What this means for each child and his/her family is unique to him/her.  
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Make sure that the person making the clinical decisions about  
your child’s program has the appropriate experience and  

credentials to do so. 

Because it is the gold standard in treatment for chil-
dren with autism, ABA  is in high demand and it may 
be difficult to make a decision as to which provider 
you should ultimately choose for your very precious 
child.  The purpose of this article is to help parents in 
the process of selecting an appropriate ABA provider 
for his/her child.  

Tip #1  Find out who is overseeing the 
treatment

Make sure that the person making the clinical deci-
sions about your child’s program has the appropri-
ate experience and credentials to do so.  This means 
that they should have at least a master’s degree in 
psychology or ABA, and that they are a Board Cer-
tified Behavior Analyst (BCBA).  If they do not have 
the BCBA designation then they should meet the 
requirements of the Behavior Analyst Certification 
Board (BACB).  You can find out more about those 
requirements here.  You would want to ensure that 
they have enough supervised experience in the im-
plementation of a treatment that is based on ABA.  
You could ask them questions like the following:

A.  For how many years have you been practicing 
ABA with children with autism?  Approximate-
ly how many children have you worked with?

B.  How many years of supervised experience 
providing ABA do you have and by whom?  
Was this supervisor a BCBA?

C. How long have you been a BCBA?

D.  Do you adhere to the guidelines set out by 
the BACB on the responsible conduct of a 
BCBA?

Tip #2  Ensure they are using  
an individualized approach

Your child is unique and his/her ABA treatment pro-
gram needs to reflect that.  This means that he/she 
is assessed at the beginning and on an ongoing ba-
sis while receiving treatment.  This is typically done 
once every six months to one year.  This type of as-

sessment is usually called a curriculum assessment 
and there are a variety of tools that may be used.  I 
have used the Verbal Behavior Milestones and As-
sessment Placement Program (VBMAPP) and the 
Assessment of Basic Language and Learning Skills 
(ABLLS-R).  These assessments will help the therapist 
identify areas of strength and need that are unique 
to your child.  They will also allow you to see the prog-
ress your child has made as time goes on. The student 
is always right, and that means that if your child is 
not learning what they are trying to teach they need 
to adjust how they are teaching.  For example, this 
might mean moving away from a traditional discrete 
trial training method to a more naturalistic teaching 
method.  It is essential that your child’s unique pro-
file informs which skills are selected to teach, AND 
that it informs how each skill is taught.  Some ques-
tions you might want to ask include:

A.  How do you select goals and skills that you 
will be teaching?

B.  How often will you assess my child’s  
program?

C.  What type of tracking systems do you use 
to measure progress?

D.  What do you do if my child is not learning 
what you are attempting to teach?

E.  What methods do you use to teach skills (e.g., 
Discrete trial vs. Naturalistic approaches)?

Tip #3   Find out how challenging  
behavior is addressed

It is possible that your child already does or that they 
may engage in challenging behavior during an ABA 
treatment session or any other time.  It is import-
ant to remember that it is happening because it is 
helping them fulfill a need.  It is critical to get to the 
bottom of why it is happening and a well designed 
treatment program that is based on ABA will be able 
to help you and your child in this endeavor.  I wrote 
about considerations for dealing with challenging 
behavior in Issue 45 of Autism Parenting Magazine. 

APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
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Bottom line, when you are considering a provider for 
ABA treatment you want to make sure that they are 
assessing for the reason the challenging behavior is 
occurring.  This is sometimes referred to as the “func-
tion” of the challenging behavior.  You would want 
to make sure that they are using the information col-
lected in that assessment to design an effective inter-
vention.  You would also want to make sure that they 
are taking steps to ensure that your child remains 
safe and unharmed (e.g., environmental supports), 
that they are working towards teaching your child a 
better way to meet his/her needs, and that they are 
tracking how the intervention is working and report-
ing those data to you regularly.  Once again there are 
resources on the BACB website around what to ex-
pect in a high quality ABA program as it relates to 
dealing effectively with challenging behavior.  Ques-
tions you may want to ask a potential provider in-
clude:

A.  How do you address challenging behavior?  
Do you conduct functional behavior assess-
ments and if so what does that entail?

B.  What procedures are used to ensure that all 
staff are trained to implement the proce-
dures?

C.  How will you keep me informed about my 
child’s progress?

Tip #4  Ensure that everyone involved is 
well trained and informed

Regular meetings to discuss your child’s progress 
is a standard that must be upheld.  These meetings 
should include progress updates that include review 
of the tracking systems that were put in place.  How 
is your child learning and what has he/she learned 
since the last update.  In order to make sure that the 
treatment is being implemented consistently by ev-
eryone involved it is critical that any provider have a 
system for training new staff if there are multiple staff 
working with your child.  Part of this would include 
proper instructions of how to implement the specif-
ic procedures that were selected for your child, op-
portunities to observe someone implementing the 
procedures and then opportunities to practice with 
feedback.  This might mean that on some occasions 
there are more than one person working with your 
child.  Aside from the initial training sessions there 
should also be a system in place for ensuring ongo-
ing fidelity and supervision.  Finally, the research is 
pretty clear that the children who end up making 

the most gains with this treatment also had very in-
volved parents.  This means that there should also 
be a plan for the parent to receive some training on 
what is being implemented with his/her child.  Here 
are some questions you could ask:

A.  How do you train your staff to work with my 
child?

B.  Are there opportunities for staff to receive 
ongoing feedback?

C. How do you involve the parents?

These are just some of the tips that I recommend 
when attempting to select a high quality ABA pro-
vider.  You would also want to ensure that you are 
comfortable working with whomever you choose, 
and this means that they are professional and have 
good interpersonal skills.   It is critical that you are 
able to communicate your questions and concerns 
to whomever you are working with, because the stu-
dent is always right and you the parent ultimately 
know your child better than anybody.

APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

Sarah Kupferschmidt has her 
Masters in Psychology with a 
specialization in Applied Behav-
ior Analysis (ABA) and is a Board 
Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA) 
who has worked with hundreds 
of children with autism and their 

families since 1999.   She has clinically supervised 
and trained hundreds of staff on how to implement 
treatment strategies that are based on Applied Be-
havior Analysis (ABA), she conducts parent coach-
ing and training in the form of workshops for fam-
ilies and teachers on a variety of topics (e.g., safety 
skills, toilet training, language development, using 
technology to teach, and challenging behavior) 
just to name a few. She is  a Part-Time Professor 
and Co-Founder of Special Appucations, which is 
an mhealth company that develops solutions for 
children with special needs using ABA to inform the 
instructional design.  Sarah has appeared on Ham-
ilton Life, CP24, CHCH news, the Scott Thompson 
radio show, The Bill Kelly radio show and on A Voice 
for All on Rogers TV and Mom Talk Radio.
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Part 1
 Reviews the things to do before your interview 

to ensure you are fully-prepared. Preparation is 
key!

 Choose an outfit that’s appropriate and 
nice-looking, and also one that you’re comfort-
able wearing.

 What should you bring with you on an inter-
view?

 Know exactly where you are going! Practice 
driving there beforehand so you are familiar 
with the area. 

 Research the company.

 Arrive at least 15 minutes early.

Fantastic Job Interview Tips for 
People on the Spectrum

Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-xSiEu1XhsY

Dr. G Aspie Show

PARENTAL ADVICE

In this two-part series of the Dr. G Aspie Show, Michelle Fish, CEO of Integra Staffing, 
joins Dr. G to provide tips for Aspies on job interviews. Each part covers different 
aspects of the process:
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Part 2
 Dr. G and Michelle go over what you do once 

you have arrived for the interview. 

 Pick up a magazine relevant to the business. 
Don’t choose a social magazine, but choose 
one relevant to the industry to which you are 
applying.

 When they greet you to bring you back for the 
interview, extend your hand, make good eye 
contact!

 When walking into the interview room, choose 
a seat where you will feel most comfortable.

 Don’t be afraid to brag about yourself! If you 
can, bring a work sample.

 End the interview on a high note.

 Follow-up after the interview with a very nice 
handwritten thank-you note.

Watch the full videos on the Southeast Psych You-
Tube channel or by going to:

Part 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfEvpd-792Y

Southeast Psych is one of the largest and most inno-
vative private psychology practices in the nation. For 
us, psychology isn’t just for someone with a problem. 
It’s for anyone who wants to have a better life- better 
relationship, more balance, and greater purpose. We 
have taken psychology beyond traditional therapy 
and assessment, and offer presentations, webinars, 
podcasts, videos, books, and so much more! When we 
say that psychology enhances lives, we affirm that we 
believe in what we do and what we have to offer.

Visit them online at http://www.southeastpsych.com

PARENTAL ADVICE
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I
n our experience, we have found that your sister 
will most likely have two main concerns when tak-
ing on the role of caregiver when you are no longer 
here.  Her first concern is “What will I need to do on 
a daily basis?” and secondly “What additional finan-
cial costs will exist, and how will I pay for those?” 

To alleviate the first concern, we suggest creating a 
document that is known as a letter of intent. This doc-
ument does not need to be created by an attorney 
or financial advisor.  The letter of intent will provide 
your sister with information about your son’s daily 
life and his experiences, it is your child’s instruction 
manual.  This document should include family infor-
mation, medical information, and details regarding 
your son’s daily life. For many families it will include 
specifics such as the shampoo your son uses, their 
dietary restrictions, and for some even the side of 
the car their child MUST sit on. 

One family that we have worked with expressed that 
this document is similar to the instructions we give 
the babysitter when we go out for a few hours, but it 
gets down to the nitty gritty of what would need to 
be done if Mom and Dad never returned from their 
date night. 

You will soon be able to find a Free Course that will 
guide you in the creation of your own Letter of intent 
at  www.howtosecurethefuture.com.

In order to alleviate the second concern, it often re-
quires the help of a Chartered Special Needs Consul-

tant who is able to determine the cost involved in 
caring for your son’s lifelong support needs. When 
working with that professional they will guide you 
through a process which will cover your desires for 
your son.  Your professional will then transform your 
desired lifestyle for your into a financial need so that 
you can ensure enough resources will be available 
for your sister to care for your son. 

It is common that once your family addresses these 
two concerns it will become much easier for your sis-
ter to feel comfortable in assuming the role of care-
giver for your son.

HOW CAN I PLAN NOW  
FOR MY SISTER TO CARE FOR MY 

SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD?
By Ryan PLATT, MBA, ChFC, ChSNC

FINANCIAL PLANNING

Mary asks: 

“I am thinking about having my sister become the next caregiver of my son if I am no longer here.   
What can I do to help prepare her for this job?”

For more information on how to prepare for the fu-
ture, be sure to contact a financial advisor who spe-
cializes in serving families with special needs. A Spe-
cial Needs Plan is driven by what they call Unleash 
L.I.F.E.™- L.I.F.E. meaning Lasting Independence For 
Everyone™. This is accomplished with education, 
action, and support in the creation, implementa-
tion, and continued monitoring of a specifically de-
signed lifelong and integrated plan for your fami-
ly: parents, caregivers, your loved one with special 
needs and their siblings.

6000 Fairview Road, Suite 400 
Charlotte, NC 28210 
704-557-9637 
www.aspecialneedsplan.com
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Quick and Easy  
Cashew Chicken 
Quinoa Bake 

Serves: 4

Healthy Eats courtesy of

By Elouise ROBINSON, 
Autism Food Club

Ingredients

1 cup quinoa, rinsed  

and uncooked 
1 cup onion, finely chopped 

1 medium red pepper, chopped 

into bite-sized pieces
1 medium green pepper, 

chopped into bite-sized pieces

10 baby corn, chopped in to 

small rings 
3 large chicken breasts, diced 

into bite-sized pieces 

½ tablespoon fresh ginger, 

minced 
1 cup water 
1 cup cashews
1 lime
4 spring onions

Sauce 

6 tablespoons Tamari sauce 

2 tablespoons natural, crunchy 

peanut butter  
1 tablespoon honey 
2 teaspoons rice wine vinegar 

2 cloves minced garlic 

2 teaspoons sesame oil  

1 teaspoons crushed chilli or to 

taste

Method 

Preheat oven to 375ºF/190ºC/Gas Mark 5 and spray 
a casserole dish with coconut oil cooking spray.

Place 1 cup uncooked quinoa on the bottom of the 
casserole dish follow by the onion, pepper, corn, 
chicken and ginger.

Prepare the sauce by mixing together all the 
ingredients, if possible in a blender for a smoother 
finish but can be done by hand. Mix ½ cup with 1 
cup of water and evenly pour sauce over chicken.

Sprinkle over the cashews and lime zest and cover 
with foil and place in the oven for 45 minutes.

Remove from oven and bake for another 10 minutes 
uncovered. Garnish with spring onion and lime juice 
or serve with wedges so people can adjust to taste.
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